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editorial

I

n the 1970s, the term “evangelical” resonated positively
within the church and wider society. But by the turn of
the 21st century it had lost some of its shine in the wake
of various sex scandals, financial swindles and scams
involving some of its leading American identities such as
Jimmy Swaggart, Oral Roberts and Jim Bakker. However, it
is not simply a loss of reputation from which evangelicalism
is now suffering; it is also arguably losing its very soul.
The subtle changes in evangelicalism over this period
began to surface in a number of damning indictments from
prophets within the movement itself. The first significant
jeremiad came in 1984 from one of its most respected figures,
Francis Schaeffer. In his book The Great Evangelical Disaster,
Schaeffer challenged the evangelical church to return to its
theological and spiritual roots and to cease its accommodation to the spirit of the age.
Almost a decade later, this earlier call was re-echoed in a
series of more specific charges in Power Religion: The Selling
Out of the Evangelical Church? Its editor, Michael Horton,
argued that the evangelical church had been seduced by the
lure of power and had become seriously distracted from its
main message and mission.
In the following year, David F. Wells published his now
famous No Place for Truth (1993). In this critical review of the
evangelical movement, Wells concluded that its leadership
had sacrificed vision and theology on the altar of expediency
in the quest for numerical growth and influence.
Each of these books was written by scholars who were
gripped by evangelical truth and who lamented its apparent
eclipse. They knew that William Booth had spoken the truth
when he confided to the religious press in 1901 that the thing
that he most feared for the 20th century was “religion without the Holy Ghost, Christianity without Christ, forgiveness
without repentance, salvation without regeneration, politics
without God and heaven without hell”.
In this issue of Australian Presbyterian we ask the question:
what are the true marks of evangelicalism? Modern evangelicalism, in its pursuit of power and influence, has forgotten
that it is locked in a battle of cosmic proportions for people’s
minds and hearts. In this battle, truth matters.
Peter Hastie ap
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Unchanging truth
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The fear of the Lord is still the beginning of wisdom.

R

ev. Iain Murray was born in
Lancashire, England, in 1931,
educated in the Isle of Man and
at the University of Durham and
entered the Christian ministry in 1955.
He served as an assistant to Dr Martyn
Lloyd Jones at Westminster Chapel
(1956-59), at Grove Chapel, London
(1961-69) and St Giles Presbyterian
Church, Hurstville in NSW (1981-84).
Although Iain remains a minister of the
Presbyterian Church of Australia under
the Presbytery of Sydney South, he
presently lives with his wife, Jean, in
Colinton, a suburb of Edinburgh. Iain has
a prolific writing ministry and for many
years served as the editor of the Banner of
Truth. He also engages in extensive conference ministry around the world, particularly to pastors and Christian leaders.
Iain has written many books of significance for Christian and church life and is
renowned for his perceptive insights on
past and modern spiritual trends within
the church. We interviewed him about his
most
recent
book,
The
Old
Evangelicalism, which analyses the differences between the phenomenon of mod-

Iain Murray
talks to

Peter Hastie
ern evangelicalism and the evangelicalism
of a bygone past in the 17th and 18th centuries.

Iain, what led you to write The Old
Evangelicalism?
Well, in a sense I didn’t sit down and
decide to write a book on this subject. The
book came together in quite a different
way. It is made up of a number of
addresses that I’ve given over many years.
A while ago, reflecting on some of these
addresses, I noticed a common theme in
some of them. So I revised them and put
them together under this title, The Old
Evangelicalism. The title reflects the main
theme of the book.

In the book you contrast a former
historical period with what we now
call modern evangelicalism. Is it fair
to compare the theology of
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Protestants within different historical periods when each period has a
radically different social context?
Yes, it’s perfectly fair to engage in such
comparisons on the ground that the faith
that we believe and preach transcends our
cultures and our social systems. While it’s
true that the ethos of our times inevitably
affects the life of the church, it should
never set the agenda for the church.
Rather Christian faith, wherever it is vigorous and strong, transforms the culture.
The problem today in Protestant
churches is that we are being influenced
more than we should be by the prevailing
culture and the contemporary ethos.

How has modern “evangelicalism”
diluted traditional evangelical theology? Can you highlight specific
areas?
Well, I take as my starting point in the
book the fact that “the fear of the Lord” is
very evidently a New Testament characteristic of the Church. Luke reminds us in
the book of Acts that the early Christians
were “walking in the fear of the Lord”
(Acts 5:5,11; 9:31). The apostle Paul

speaks of “knowing the terror of the
Lord”, and there are many similar texts.
If there’s anything that seems to stand
out in modern evangelicalism, it’s the fact
that God is no longer feared. We see little
of the reverence and awe that are due to
His name. How many churches today
could be realistically described as “walking
in the fear of the Lord”? This loss of reverence towards God has come about
because of a shift in doctrinal beliefs. In an
earlier age of evangelicalism, especially in
the 18th and 19th centuries, Christians
believed that men, women and young
people really had to come to an end of
themselves before they came to Christ.
Preachers spoke with the conviction that
people must know that they are sick
before they will come to the Great
Physician for help.
Now the question is, what produced
that sense of need on the part of sinners?
What did people believe that led them to
humility and reverence before God? I
believe it was their sense of sin in the presence of God’s holiness. Paul refers to that
condition in Romans 7 when he says:
“Once I was alive apart from the law; but
when the commandment came, sin sprang
to life and I died” (Rom. 7:9). The law of
God is given to convict us of our need and
our condemnation. And when God convicts a person he learns not only that he
needs forgiveness, he must also have a
new nature.
It was a characteristic of the old evangelicalism that while it preached “free forgiveness” through faith, it simultaneously
taught that God alone can change the
heart and nature. Not man but God was
central to their understanding of conversion.

Are you suggesting that the
emphases of modern-day preaching
have changed markedly from former
generations? Are preachers today
focusing less on the law and the
nature of God than in previous
times?
Yes, that’s exactly what I’m saying.
This explains, incidentally, why Dr
Martyn Lloyd Jones’s ministry stood out
in Britain. He represented a God-centred
Christianity that began with God – God
the Creator, God the Judge, God the
Law-giver, God inspiring Scripture. It is a
great God who so loved the world that He
sent His Son that we should not perish.
When Lloyd-Jones commenced
preaching much evangelical preaching
began simply with Calvary. It was based
on the assumption that men only need to

know of forgiveness that may be received
by coming to Christ. Of course, that is
true but it is not enough. What was omitted was the reason why men and women
are unwilling to come to Christ. Human
sinfulness is too great to be reversed simply by the human will. The reason people
will not come to Christ is that they love
darkness rather than light. This the natural man will ever deny, and therefore
evangelistic preaching must begin with
the awakening of his conscience. The old
evangelicalism started there; in Paul’s
words, “manifesting ourselves to every
man’s
conscience in the
sight of God”. It
The sins of
is conscienceBible characdirected preachters are the Ten
ing that needs to
Commandments
be
recovered
they have brotoday. And this
means bringing
ken. The law of
God’s standard
God is present
– the law of God
everywhere in
– to people’s
Scripture.
hearts
and
minds.

From the 1870s in Britain, Hanna
Pearsall Smith’s book, The Christian’s
Secret of a Happy Life, became enormously popular. Is this one of the
main points where Christians began
to move away from fearing and pleasing God as their chief aim to seeking
their own happiness?
Yes, it possibly was. Hanna Pearsall
Smith was extremely influential in evangelical Christian circles. In fact, I’m
amazed to see that her books are still
being sold in Christian bookstores in
Australia because she actually finished her
life believing something akin to
Buddhism. She did not remain remotely
evangelical. She really represents a worldly
standpoint – “what can Christianity do
for me?”
But a moment of true understanding
tells me that, when I understand the
nature of my sin, my attitude to Christ
will not be “what can He do for me?” but
“what a wonderful Saviour is provided!”
and “how can I live to please Him?” So
Hanna Pearsall aided the introduction of a
worldly standpoint into the church.
However, we must be careful in treating
the place of happiness in the Christian life.
If we truly believe the gospel then we
should be profoundly happy. As someone
has said, “if Christians were as happy as
they are warranted to be, then the
progress of the gospel would be irre-

sistible”. I certainly share that view.

Why do some evangelists today fail to
see any great need to deal with conscience, and prefer to reason people
into the Kingdom?
There is a place for apologetics and reason; but that should not mean that
preaching should resemble a lecture. True
preaching should reach the heart. Much
more than information is needed if people
are to be changed. Think of what we read
in John 11 of the raising of Lazarus from
the dead and what happened afterwards.
Unbelieving Jews saw a resurrected person before their very eyes. They knew
that a dead Lazarus was alive. Yet numbers
of them planned to put him to death. In
other words, the intellectual conviction
that Jesus had raised a man from death
was not enough to bring them to obey
Him. Equally, more than intellectual conviction is needed to bring people to
Christ, as the New Testament ever
emphasises (i.e. 1 Cor. 2:4-5; 1 Thess.
1:5).
Frankly, I find it extraordinary that,
although conscience is so prominent in
the New Testament, it is almost impossible to find a book on it. Years ago O.
Hallesby wrote on conscience, and in the
last 10 years John MacArthur published
The Vanishing Conscience. But apart from
these I cannot think of anything else in
recent times.
When preachers do address the conscience it’s not unusual for people to get
upset. This was noticeable with Dr LloydJones’s preaching. I’ve known people to
have stormed out of church having heard
him preach, vowing they would never
return. Yet these are often the very people
who are drawn back – mysterious though
it is to them, they cannot stay away.

So did people sometimes walk out of
church in reaction to Dr LloydJones’s preaching?
They did. I do not mean they got up in
the middle of a service. But going out they
were heard to say, “I’ll never come back
here again”. This was often because of the
extent to which their conscience had been
disturbed. It had never been Dr Lloyd
Jones’s intention to comfort these hearers. He believed that unconverted people
shouldn’t be the same after hearing the
preaching of the Word of God. He
preached in anticipation that something
would happen: individuals might be irritated and indignant or they might be
humbled and won, humbled. Whatever
the outcome, something ought to happen.
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Where there is power in preaching hearers
should not remain the same.

The Puritans used to insist upon the
exposition of the law in preaching.
What was their rationale for doing
this?
Well, they believed that the law is the
expression of God’s will. And, as we
know, God’s will is the expression of His
character. Now it’s in the light of God’s
character that we come to know the depth
of our need. That is why Puritans said that
law comes before gospel. The law shows
us our predicament.
Some of us years ago made the mistake
of thinking that “preaching the law”
meant preaching a series on the Ten
Commandments. We had to learn it
means much more. For example, our
Lord in the Sermon on the Mount is
preaching the law. And when we deal with
the sins of Bible characters we are dealing
with the Ten Commandments they have
broken. The law of God is present everywhere in Scripture. Preaching the law
means preaching the true nature of God.
God is love and what the law requires
above all else is love (Luke 10:27).
Further, as Paul reminds us in Romans
8:4, salvation means the righteousness of
the law being fulfilled in us. I think it’s a
real test of a truly regenerate person that
he esteems God’s holy law. Sadly, we
rarely apply that test now. How many
people do we receive into church membership today who can’t even repeat the
Ten Commandments?

Spurgeon never seems to have
preached a series on the Ten
Commandments. Why?
The answer is connected with what I’ve
just tried to say. Preaching the law is much
more than preaching a series on the Ten
Commandments. Spurgeon used to talk
about preaching “the three Rs” – ruin,
redemption and regeneration. When he
addressed the first, ruin, he would most
commonly establish this truth in terms of
God’s will and His law, as Paul does in
Romans 1 and 2. Spurgeon quoted with
approval the saying, “It is no use trying to
sew with the silken thread of the gospel
unless we pierce a way for it with the
sharp needle of the law”.

Do you think the only aim of evangelism should be to have the hearer to
receive Christ?
There are many different situations in
which the gospel is being preached. It
would be a wonderful thing if a preacher
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found himself in a situation where there
are people who are truly ready to receive
Christ. By this I don’t mean people who
are simply ready to “make a decision”. I
am talking about people who have come
to an end of themselves and are really
looking for deliverance and salvation.
In many of our churches that is not the
case. We have far too many people who
believe that they’re already Christians
when they’re not. We also have numbers
of Christians who are quite careless. The
emphasis of our preaching needs to be
related to the situation in which we find
ourselves. We need so much wisdom in
preaching the gospel. Preachers need to be

Because
we have lost
the ability
to obey,
God has not
lost His right
to command.

discriminating in each situation. Harm has
certainly been done in the past when
sometimes there was too much preaching
of the law and the comfort and the joy of
the gospel became obscured. But to make
it a general rule that receiving Christ
should be the first aim of evangelistic
preaching cannot be right.

If the Bible tells us that we are helpless and powerless in our sin, why
does God command us to repent and
believe when we clearly lack the spiritual power to do so?
Because we have lost the ability to
obey, God has not lost His right to command. The standard that God has laid
down from the creation – to love Him
with heart and soul and strength – is a
standard that has not changed and man
remains accountable to Him. We have to
preach human inability to obey God’s
commands – including the command to
repent and believe – in order to bring sinners to recognise the necessity of the
power of Christ and the Holy Spirit. Our
Lord taught: “No man can come unto me
unless the Father has enabled him” (John
6:65). At the same time he insisted on the
responsibility to come: “You refuse to
come to me to have life” (John 5:40).
There is more here than we can under-
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stand but that must not prevent our
preaching the whole truth.

Must we be “born again” before we
can believe? There seems to be a bit of
controversy among modern day
evangelicals – from Billy Graham
onwards? What comes first, regeneration or faith?
I deal with this in my book, The Old
Evangelicalism. It is an important issue
that lies at the heart of gospel preaching.
God’s grace in creating new life precedes
our response. By nature we’re “dead in
trespasses and sins”, but, as Jesus says,
“the hour is coming when the dead shall
hear the voice of the Son of God”. Now
hearing the voice of the Son of God is not
simply hearing His Word preached; many
heard the Word preached by Jesus and
they didn’t come alive. God must first
renew the heart (Acts 16:14; John 3:3).
However, regeneration is a mysterious,
divine action, hidden, at first, from its
subject’s view. The Bible never teaches
“wait till you’re born again and then
believe”. Neither election nor regeneration are the reasons in a person’s own consciousness why he comes to Christ, but the
invitations and promises of the gospel
which show Christ’s willingness to receive
all who come to Him.
Many Christians find it hard to reconcile these truths. It is difficult for them, at
first, to appreciate that something happened to them within, giving them the
desire and ability to respond to Christ.
Some hear truths for years and that without any effect. Then, at a certain point,
gospel truths become more prized to
them than anything in the world. Why the
change? The answer is the grace of God.
While preachers should understand this, a
person does not become a convert by first
getting the theological order straight. It
may help them but it is not essential.

How strong should a person’s conviction of sin be before he is saved? Some
people have a very intense conviction
of sin while others do not.
I think it’s very important that we
don’t have a template of conversion into
which all are expected to fit. There is
much variation in the way that people first
come to Christ. We see this in the Gospels
and the Book of Acts. However, some
distinctions are necessary. For instance, it
is important to distinguish between a
worldly sorrow that works death and a
godly repentance that leads to life. Paul
makes it clear that there is a real difference
between the two and that the difference is

not in the strength of the emotion. Under
the gospel, some people may weep or
tremble and profess profound conviction;
then, months later, they may be nowhere
at all (Matt 13: 20-22). On the other hand,
others may not experience strong emotional feelings at all yet genuinely belong
to Christ. All that’s required is that a person knows “I am a helpless, needy sinner”,
and really means it. Such conviction may
come suddenly, or slowly over a period of
time.
Many eminent evangelists, in their
conversion experience, have been under
conviction of sin for a lengthy period of
time. This suggests that God has planned
for them to be thoroughly sympathetic
with what conviction of sin means.
Spurgeon is a classic case in point. Yet, as
I have said, there is no one pattern.

What are the marks of true conversion and must those signs be present
in our lives if we are to be saved?
There are at least three signs that indicate a genuine conversion. The first is
esteem for Christ. A man has to be ready
to lose all for Christ if he is to be a true
disciple. Christ must come first; He must
be supreme, and real love for Him makes
that possible.
The second mark of genuine conversion is devotion to Christ’s word. Our
Lord doesn’t allow any distinction
between being ashamed of Him and of
His words. This means that a genuine
convert will be addicted to Scripture as the
Word of God. Jesus says in John 8:37 that
the proof that the Jews were not really
Abraham’s children was that they didn’t
have the Word of God in them.
The third mark of true conversion is
hatred for sin. The things I once loved,
and the very life I once lived, I now hate.
A true convert sees his former life as
essentially self-centred and proud. With a
changed nature he begins to love the
things he once hated and longs for things
he once spurned. In other words, in a real
conversion the affections are radically
changed.

If regeneration is in the hands of
God, does it make any difference
whether the preacher is urgent and
pleading in calling us to faith in
Christ?
Yes, it undoubtedly does – and it’s a
great mystery, isn’t it? Creation (and
regeneration falls within that category) is
in the hands of God, and yet Christ has
called men to speak in His name. Does it
matter how we speak? Yes, it does. We

must never fall into the trap of thinking
that if God is going to save people then
He’ll save them whether we preach badly
or not. We must never think that way.
Dull preaching, with no urgency to it, has
no place in the New Testament. As Paul
reminds us, we are to plead with men to be
reconciled to God.
I believe that there are two things in
conversion that are vital. First, we must be
awakened. Then there must be an attraction to Christ, and in that attraction
knowledge has to be present. As Paul
says, “faith comes
through hearing”.
So
although,
Two things in
through regenerconversion are
ation, God gives
vital. First, we
us the capacity to
must be awakbelieve, yet for
the response of
ened. Then
faith there has to
there must be
be the hearing of
an attraction
the
gospel.
to Christ.
Therefore when
God means to
save sinners He
always sends His Word to them. And how
that Word is preached and presented is a
vital part of the process. Luke says that
the elect believe but he also says that there
is a connection between effective preaching and faith (Acts 13:48; 14:1).

Today the law of God is under attack
in a variety of ways within the
church. Why?
There are a number of reasons.
Sometimes it is the reaction of people
who have come across “legalistic” congregations where the law is preached as a narrow list of duties that Christians must
perform. The Christianity they see presented is hard, rigid and unattractive.
When people experience that kind of
preaching, and turn from it, they may well
become doubtful whether the law has any
place for Christians, and in rejecting a distortion they reject truth. Happily, I don’t
think there are too many such legalistic
churches around today.
The importance of the law is more
often undermined by those who are so
anxious to win converts that they don’t
want to disturb or upset people. That
seems to be the mindset of the disciples in
Matthew 15, “Master, don’t you know the
Pharisees were offended when they heard
that saying?” They reasoned that if the
Pharisees were offended by Jesus’ teaching, they would be less likely to receive the
gospel. Needless to say, Jesus rejected that
argument.

If we preach the law, can’t we be
accused of preaching justification by
works?
Yes, we can. But it is the teaching of our
Lord himself that is most open to that
false charge. He said to men, “If you will
enter into life, keep the commandments”
(Mt 19:17). He did this repeatedly in the
Gospels (Mark 10:19; Luke 10:28). When
asked, What must I do to be saved?, His
frequent reply was, “You know the law.
Now go and do it”. These are Jesus’ words
and they may well sound like justification
by works.
However, as Calvin so helpfully
reminds us, these passages are not teaching us what we are capable of doing;
rather, they are telling us what we ought to
do. When a person hears the law of God
and is awakened, it is normal for him to
begin to reform his life and to stop doing
certain things. Perhaps there is a stop to
swearing or cheating, or ignoring the
fourth commandment. In one way or
another there is an attempt to change. But
as the spirituality of God’s law is brought
home to him it begins to become apparent
that it is not simply conduct that needs
changing. The problem is far deeper. The
trouble lies in the heart. That is the message of the Sermon on the Mount. The
law is designed to make a man recognise,
“there’s something really wrong with my
nature and I need a change that I cannot
make myself”. The reason Jesus preached
full obedience to the law to the unconverted was to bring them to an end of all
self-satisfaction and self-righteousness.
This is the preaching that truly shuts men
up to the necessity of justification by faith
alone.

Since the Reformation the doctrine
of the imputed righteousness of
Christ has been of enormous comfort
to Christians. What is actually meant
by this doctrine?
The Reformers understood that when
Paul speaks of the “gift of righteousness”
he was actually referring to the obedience
of Christ rendered on behalf of all who
receive Him. Christ has obeyed God’s
holy law fully in our stead, and His obedience is the righteousness which God credits to all who believe – that is, to ungodly
sinners. So “the righteousness of God”,
which sinners receive as a gift, is in stark
antithesis to any righteousness that comes
from their own working (Rom. 4:5). The
righteousness that saves is not my righteousness. It is the righteousness of Christ
counted to me. All the demands of the law
have been met for me in Christ.
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How should the righteousness of
Christ bring me comfort on my
deathbed?
Just at this present time we’re commemorating the 25th anniversary of the
death of Dr Martyn Lloyd-Jones. I was
privileged to be with him when he was
dying. I am sure many of us have been
with other Christians who have been
dying. There we have learned that the
attitude of every Christian at death is, “I
am an unprofitable servant”. The last
thing we can do is look back on our lives
and think we’ve been “successful”
Christians. For Christ has deserved so
much more from us than we have ever
begun to do. Dr Lloyd-Jones died as a
humble sinner and foremost in his mind
were dependence upon Christ and His
righteousness. His trust was solely in the
perfect obedience of Christ. He would
often quote the hymn “I dare not trust the
sweetest frame, but wholly lean on Jesus’
name”.

Some people say that the doctrine of
imputed righteousness is a disincentive to godly living. Would you like
to comment on that?
Well, if biblical truths are separated
from one another as sometimes happens,
the consequences can become dangerous, can’t they? So, if the truth of
Christ’s righteousness imputed to me is
the only truth I ever hear (and there have
been churches where that was a danger),
then the deduction could be made, “it
doesn’t matter what I do or how I live,
I’m righteous before God”. The answer
to that, of course, is that along with the
truth of justification is the truth that
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every justified person is a new creation,
united to the life of Christ. While we are
not righteous because we are sanctified,
yet if Christ’s life is not being manifested
in us we have no reason to think we have
ever received His righteousness. That’s
the argument of Romans 6. Paul points
out that if we have “died with Christ”
certain consequences will always follow.
So if these consequences are not found in
us we’re deluded
Pastors need in thinking we
to cry to God have died with
Christ and that
for special He is our rightwisdom that eousness.
their preachBalance in the
ing will meet presentation of
the real and the truth is all
varied needs important. The
of their converse of the
above is that
people.
preachers may
put so much
emphasis on the need for seeing God’s
work in us that the truth of Christ’s righteousness for us is undermined.

When Paul came to Corinth he said,
“when I came among you I knew
nothing except Jesus Christ and Him
crucified”. What do we mean by
“preaching the cross”?
It means that the cross is the supreme
truth at the centre of the Christian life.
And as I said before, in preaching the
cross the law has its place. What is sin?
How do we know what sin is? Sin, Paul
says, is “transgression of the law”. So
when Paul preached the cross, he was
preaching the law at the same time. It is all
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a question of priorities. I fear we are all
weak in preaching Christ crucified. We
believe in the doctrine of the cross and
penal substitution, but are we preaching
Him with the zeal and conviction that the
message deserves? Our weakness in evangelistic preaching comes back to our poor
knowledge of Christ and His amazing
love.

Is it enough to tell Christians to look
to the cross in order to gain assurance? Does self-examination have
any particular role to play?
Again, at this point too, I think that the
pastor must know the people he is seeking
to help (preaching and pastoral visitation
should ever go together). In a few
churches the emphasis has been so much
on “examine yourself to see if you are in
the faith” that the Christian life becomes
far too introspective. Assurance is then
bound to be weak. The great foundation
for assurance is faith in what Christ has
done and that must ever remain the main
emphasis. However, there are times when
that emphasis needs to be balanced with
the challenge to self-examination, and the
question needs to be pressed, “is the faith
you profess the saving faith described in
the Bible?”. Hearers must be taught that
not all faith in Christ saves. There is a
nominal faith; even a faith of devils who
“believe and tremble”, as James warns us.
This is the area where the pastoral office is
so exacting. Pastors need to cry to God
for special wisdom that their preaching
will meet the real and varied needs of their
people.

If people want to follow up the things
that you’ve been talking about, what
are some books that you would recommend them to read?
The first major book that Dr LloydJones published was The Sermon on the
Mount. It really is a magnificent work
which has changed many lives and not a
few preachers. Inter Varsity Press continue
to publish it. Equally readable and important for all Christians is J.C. Ryle on
Holiness, and William Guthrie’s old classic,
The Christian’s Great Interest. Somewhat
more demanding titles are Ernest Kevan’s
The Grace of Law: A Study in Puritan
Theology (reprinted in the US not long
ago); John Murray’s Principles of Conduct
and his Redemption: Accomplished and
Applied. A recovery of the theology of
such books would work a great change in
the Christian scene today and not least
with respect to evangelistic preaching.
Peter Hastie is issues editor of AP.

ap
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Right and wrong
Some scholars deny righteousness through Christ. They err.

I

n the accepted teaching of reformed
Christianity believers are justified in
relation to God once for all because
of the righteousness of Jesus Christ
that is credited to them when they first
truly believe in Christ. This teaching is
now being challenged and recast in a number of movements both inside and out of
the Reformed churches around the world.
What should we say to these revisionist
schools?
First, the doctrine of the reckoning of
Christ’s righteousness is the belief basically that Jesus Christ justifies us by keeping the moral law for us. We can understand this two ways, positively and negatively – positively, that Jesus perfectly
obeyed the moral commandments epitomised in the Ten Words of Sinai, both in
spirit and letter; negatively, that He
underwent the penal sufferings due to
those who break God’s law, the sentence
of death, both physical and eternal.
The positive aspect of Christ’s righteousness we see throughout His life of
faithfulness, love and obedience; the negative aspect we see in His personal sufferings, especially at the end of His life in
connection with the crucifixion. The
righteousness of Jesus Christ means that
Jesus both lived and died for us. He lived
the life of loving obedience and service
that we were meant to live in Adam; He
suffered and died the penal death that we
deserve because of our lawlessness, both
temporally and eternally.

S

econd, the righteousness of Christ is a
biblical teaching. It is so at a number
of points. a) This teaching explains the
human condition, that we are all under
God’s just law that condemns us because
we fail to keep it (Rom. 3:19). b) The reason for this condition is the original failure of the first man Adam to keep God’s
law (Rom. 5:12, 19). c) This teaching
explains justification as God’s declaration
that someone has fulfilled His law and so
is righteous before Him (Rom. 2:13). d)
By His obedience in living and dying,
Jesus Christ has secured that verdict of
righteousness for us (Rom. 5:19). e) The
only way we can access the verdict of
being righteous before God is by trusting
in the obedience of Christ alone (Gal.

Douglas
Milne
2:16). f) God credits Christ’s righteousness to us in exchange for Christ having
lived and died for us (2 Cor. 5:21). Many
other key texts could be offered, not
exclusively from Paul, as the source of
these theses.
Third, the imputation of the righteousness of Christ is a historically received
doctrine
that
belongs to our
theological legacy
Other versions
starting already in
of justification
the second cenconceal or
tury with the
compromise
early
Church
the centrality,
Fathers
(The
sufficiency
Letter
to
and finality
Diognetus,
9).
of Jesus Christ
But Calvin is the
one
who
in salvation.
describes it most
clearly (Institutes
II.xvi.5): “Now someone asks, How has
Christ ... acquired righteousness to render
God favourable and kindly towards us?
To this we can in general reply that He has
achieved this for us by the whole course
of His obedience ... Paul extends the basis
of the pardon that frees us from the curse
of the law to the whole life of Christ: ‘But
when the fullness of time came, God sent
forth His Son, born of a woman, subject
to the law, to redeem those who were
under the law’ (Gal. 4:4 – 5). Thus in His
very baptism, also, He asserted that He
fulfilled a part of righteousness in obediently carrying out His Father’s commandment (Mt 3:15). In short, from the
time when He took the form of a servant,
He began to pay the price of liberation in
order to redeem us.”
In the same way the Westminster
Confession, in its chapter on Justification
(11), no fewer than three times explains
this blessing as the imputation of the obedience/law-fulfilment of Jesus Christ
along with His sacrificial death (paragraphs 1 and 3). In popular vein, Augustus

Toplady has enshrined this teaching in the
first two verses of his hymn, “A debtor to
mercy alone / of covenant mercy I sing /
nor fear, with His righteousness on, / my
person as offering to bring. The terrors of
law and of God / with me can have nothing to do; / my Saviour’s obedience and
blood / hide all my transgressions from
view.”
Fourth, the doctrine of the reckoning
of the righteousness of Christ glorifies
Jesus Christ like no other explanation of
justification. Other versions of justification conceal or compromise the centrality,
sufficiency and finality of Jesus Christ in
salvation. They do this, for example, by
excluding the active obedience of Christ
in the verdict of justification and so reducing justification to mere forgiveness
(Robert Gundry), they include the work
of the Holy Spirit with the work of Christ
as the basis of justification (Tom Wright),
they add the believer’s own obedience to
the obedience of Christ as the way we
work out our justification (Norman
Shepherd) or they add the works of the
faithful to the sufferings of Christ in a
synthesis of human works and divine
grace (Roman Catholicism).

A

s one commentator of one of these
authors remarks: “How lovely it
would be if Norman Shepherd would
hold constantly before our eyes Christ
our great faithful covenant keeper who
met the requirement of obedience for us
completely. Then he could tell us we do
not need to present any of our own, and
that to attempt to do so is a sin that denies
the adequacy of Christ’s obedience”
(David Linden).

Visiting Melbourne?
Worship with us at South Yarra
Presbyterian Church – 621 Punt Road
Every Sunday 10.30 am. & 5.30 pm.
Session Clerk: Mr Jack Adlawan
Phone: (03) 9808 7391
(Less than 3 kms from CBD)
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By including the positive obedience of
Christ along with His sufferings and
death, the doctrine of Christ’s imputed
righteousness does not detract from the
cross, rather it helps to explain its moral
quality and effectiveness. What explains
the success of the death of Christ in justifying us before God (Rom. 5:9)? This
was because Jesus was a righteous man
(Mt 27:19), who had no consciousness of
sin (2 Cor. 5:21), whom even His human
judge declared was innocent (Luke 18:38;
19:4,6), and who offered Himself without
spot to God through the eternal Spirit
when He suffered and died (Heb. 9:14).
He learned obedience through what He
suffered (Heb. 5:7–9) and offered
Himself to God as the obedient servant,
the true Man (Rom. 5:18–19) and the
ideal Israel (Gal. 4:4–5).
The qualities of Jesus’ personal character of virtue empowered the atoning sacrifice that He offered in His death. His
obedience for us extends from His pretemporal existence in the form of God, by
way of the self-emptying love of the incarnation, through the humble life of His
servant form, up to death, even the death
of a criminal’s cross (Phil. 2:5 – 8).
Fifth, this view of Christ’s righteousness alone does justice to the true nature
of faith. When writers like Gundry omit
the obedience of Christ from the equation
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of justification they have to make up for it
by substituting the faith of the believer
which they reckon to be the new obedience that God requires. When Abraham
believed in the LORD and it was reckoned to him for righteousness (Gen. 15:6)
Gundry takes this to mean that “faith is
the origin, the means, and the basis of
righteousness in that God counts it as
righteousness”.
But for Paul
The qualities faith is not the
of Jesus’ per- r i g h t e o u s n e s s
sonal charac- that God reckons
ter of virtue to believers but
empowered the medium that
leads to rightthe atoning eousness (Rom.
sacrifice that 10:10). This is
He offered in what he means
His death. when he says that
Abraham’s faith
was reckoned for
righteousness, it was the occasion and the
instrument by which he was regarded as a
righteous man by God (Rom. 4:4–5).
Jesus Christ alone in His divine-human
obedience is the sole source of the gift of
righteousness itself (Rom. 5:17). This is
because Jesus Christ was the substance of
the promise made to Abraham (Gal.
3:16), the goal of the law as a means to
righteousness (Rom. 10:4), and the centre
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of the gospel of the righteousness of God
(Rom. 3:21–26).
In Paul’s reasoning faith is always
opposed to works so far as our acceptance
by God is concerned. Either our right
relationship with God is from God’s grace
through the medium of faith (which as
trust in Another is alone compatible with
the principle of grace), or it is a work and
is a cause for human pride and boasting
(Rom. 3:17). Writers like Gundry and
Shepherd want to have it both ways by
claiming that our faith in Christ is not
meritorious and yet is part of the ground
on which God reckons us right with himself. But this is a breach of the ordinary
laws of logic which tell us that something
cannot be A and not-A at the same time.
When it comes to living (sanctification),
as distinct from entering (justification),
the life of faith, then good works play an
increasing role in the lives of Christians
since love is the fruit of faith (Gal. 5:6).

S

ixth, the doctrine of the reckoning of
the righteousness of Christ to believers is true to human experience universally. Tom Wright has argued that evangelical Protestants have got it wrong
because we have accepted uncritically
Luther’s spin on Paul’s Gospel in
Galatians and Romans. But Luther’s
experience of God’s wrath against his sin
and of God’s righteousness in the Gospel
of His Son has been typological for millions.
Salvation always comes down to the
anxious individual who wants to know,
not whether he is a member of the new
covenant people of God, the idealised
Israel, but whether he is right or can be
right with God and how. As James
Buchanan remarks in his classic study of
Justification (1867), “the best preparation
for the study of this doctrine is – neither
great intellectual ability, nor much
scholastic learning – but a conscience
impressed with a sense of our actual condition as sinners in the sight of God ... To
study the subject with advantage, we must
have a heart-felt interest in it.”
And finally, there is the New
Testament apologist Gresham Machen,
dying from overwork in the defence of
the evangelical faith in 1937, who sent a
last message to his colleague professor
John Murray: “I’m so thankful for the
active obedience of Christ. No hope
without it.” That is the ultimate proof of
any doctrine.
Professor Douglas Milne is principal of the
Presbyterian
Theological
College,
ap
Melbourne.
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First, the law
With no sense of sin, the Gospel is much diminished.

W

e live in seeker-sensitive days,
where human self-esteem is
more sacrosanct than the law
of God. Hence we read Robert
Schuller, from his book Self-Esteem: The
New Reformation, that “positive
Christianity does not hold to human
depravity, but human inability. I am
humanly unable to correct my negative
self-image until I encounter a life-changing experience with non-judgmental love
bestowed upon me by a Person whom I
admire so much that to be unconditionally accepted by him is to be born again”.
This sounds somewhat evangelical, in
some of its language at least, but the problem of humanity is identified as negative
self-image rather than sin, and God’s love
is said to be non-judgmental when the
Bible speaks often enough of His wrath
against sin. In addition, Christ is admired
rather than worshipped, and the rebirth is
the result of our realisation that God loves
us unconditionally rather than through
the Holy Spirit’s granting us a new disposition and new life.
How do we respond to this? The Bible
gives us plenty of encouragement to be
flexible in how we present the gospel to
various people. We are to become as a Jew
to win Jews, as a Muslim to win the
Muslims, as Buddhist to win the
Buddhists, and perhaps even as a liberal to
win the liberals (see 1 Cor. 9:19-23).
There is not much future, for example, in
trying to evangelise Jews and Muslims by
serving bacon and egg rolls at a men’s
breakfast.
Yet for all that, there is a great gulf
between the evangelistic practices of
modern evangelicalism and those of a previous era. The divergence in practices
actually reflects divergences in theological
belief. For example, John Wesley’s practice was to preach law and more law in
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Peter
Barnes
preparation for the gospel. In fact, he said
that his method was to preach the law in
“the strongest, the closest, the most
searching manner possible”. “I would not
advise to preach the law without the
Gospel any more than the Gospel without
the law,” he
wrote, and added:
Only those
“Undoubtedly
who know they
both should be
preached in their
need to be
turns; yea, both at
saved will
once, or both in
make any
one.”
sense of comIn the Puritan
ing to Christ
era, John Owen
as their
declared: “Let no
Saviour.
man think to
understand the
gospel, who knoweth nothing of the law.”
Without knowing the law we cannot
know what it is to break the law. In other
words, without the law we cannot know
what sin is. Commenting on Isaiah 55,
John Calvin noted how vigorously the
prophet urged people to come to eat and
drink spiritual food and drink. This was
because “so great is the sluggishness of
men that it is very difficult to arouse
them”. In 20th century England, C. S.
Lewis noted that “the greatest barrier I
have met is the almost total absence from

the minds of my audience of any sense of
sin”. He saw sin abounding, yet so little
sense of sin.
Christ calls on us to fear God who can
destroy both soul and body in hell (Mt.
10:28). Luke tells us that the churches of
Judea, Galilee and Samaria were “walking
in the fear of the Lord and in the comfort
of the Holy Spirit” (Acts 9:31). In his
evangelism, the apostle Paul declares that
he was motivated both by the fear of the
Lord and the love of Christ (2 Cor.
5:11,14).
The older evangelicalism recognised
this. In 1737 Isaac Watts and John Guyse
recorded that “wheresoever God works
with power for salvation upon the minds
of men, there will be some discoveries of
a sense of sin, of the danger of the wrath
of God”. We modern evangelicals tend to
be somewhat uneasy and even bewildered
when we read of William Wilberforce’s
experience: “for months I was in a state of
the deepest depression, from strong convictions of my guilt. Our first response is
to hasten to reassure the poor soul that
God loves him and that he must be
saved.”

T

he Scripture is not so hasty. Only those
who know they need to be saved will
make any sense of coming to Christ as
their Saviour. On the Day of Pentecost,
Peter made it clear that his audience had
recently crucified the one who is both Lord
and Christ (Acts 2:36). Those who understood what they had done were cut to the
heart (Acts 2:37). It was then that they
asked the apostles what they should do.
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Similarly, in Acts 16 we find that the
Philippian jailer asks the right question of
Paul and Silas: “Sirs, what must I do to be
saved?” (Acts 16:30). It is significant that
he trembles as he asks this because he had
very nearly suicided and ushered himself
into eternity unprepared for the judgment
(Acts 16:29). As a contrast, the rich
young ruler was a respectable and religious man, but he had little sense of sin, so
he told Jesus that he had kept all of God’s
commandments from his youth (Mt.
19:16-20). To him, the law was his ladder
to climb to heaven.

M

odern evangelicalism does not make
a feature of sounding a trumpet blast
of warning concerning the wrath of God
against sin. It can be that the presentation
of the gospel itself causes sinners to see
their own sin. People hear of the cross of
Christ, and their hearts are melted. It
must also be said that it is the Spirit who
convicts of sin and righteousness and
judgment (John 16:8-11), and who gives
us an understanding of spiritual realities
(1 Cor. 2:14). Yet the law of God is also
crucial for it is this that brings about a
knowledge of sin (Rom.3:20; 7:7). As W.
G. T. Shedd put it: “The Holy Spirit does
not ordinarily regenerate a man until he is
a convicted man.”
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Christ calls us to come to Him to find
rest for our souls (Mt. 11:28-30). The
invitation is wooing enough, but unless
we feel the burden of sin in our souls, it
will mean nothing to us. Thomas Watson
warned: “That which has kept many from
obtaining Christ, is the conceiving they
have had him too soon.”
We have all
heard presentations of the
Somehow the gospel where we
Christian were simply told
to invite Jesus
evangelist has into our hearts or
to woo and accept Him, but
frighten the it was not made
sinner at the very clear why we
same time. should do this.
One
wonders
how much modern evangelism is
not concerned with preaching the gospel
of Christ but with convincing people who
are not Christians that they actually are
Christians.
There are dangers everywhere in dealing with the souls of sinners. Preaching
the law may be overdone, and has been
overdone in some circles. Thomas
Hooker was accused of “preparationism”,
the practice of calling on sinners to make
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themselves prepared to come to Christ
rather than simply calling on them to
come to Christ. Such an approach makes
for an undermining of free grace, and the
cultivation of a legal spirit. As Thomas
Goodwin memorably put it: “A man may
be held too long under John the Baptist’s
water.”
Somehow the Christian evangelist has
to woo and frighten the sinner at the
same time. We are to express the fear of
the Lord and the love of the Lord. It is
easy to be weak and it is easy to be heavyhanded. Schuller is so weak that he loses
sight of the gospel. Some are so heavyhanded that they lose the spirit of the
gospel. It is as William Gurnall said:
“Sinners are not pelted into Christ with
stones of hard provoking language, but
wooed into Christ by heart-melting
exhortations.”
The aphorisms of Dietrich Bonhoeffer
have a way of sounding very clear and
Reformed: “There can be no preaching of
the law without the gospel, and no
preaching of the gospel without the law.”
The aphorism is indeed apt, but the practice can be difficult. Ah, who is sufficient
for these things?
Peter Barnes is minister of Revesby
ap
Presbyterian Church, Sydney.
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Fervent
truth
20 daily Bible studies
in John 7-10

U

nder the pressure of the doctrine of
tolerance as our society defines it, the
church today is often reluctant to speak
out and become unpopular concerning the
claims of Jesus. The world reacts to these claims the
way it did in Jesus’ day. They are completely outside the range of the natural man’s way of thinking.
He considers it quite irrational to believe that Jesus
was God appearing on earth in human form; that
the final eternal destiny of every human being is
determined by that person’s response to the claims
of Jesus; or that sincerity and decent living count
for nothing apart from faith in Jesus. The church
today needs to recapture its evangelical fervour and
speak out the way Jesus did (and the way the
church has done in previous periods of its history).
John presents this dogmatic, confrontational, offensive side of Jesus’ ministry more strongly than do
the other Gospel writers. Jesus knew that the natural
man could not be wooed into Kingdom thinking by
rational argument – he had to be born again. He
knew that what He was given to say and do by His
Father would cost Him His popularity, His numerical support, and eventually His life.
Are we too concerned about numbers, about
acceptability, about meeting people’s felt needs
(especially the need to be pampered and entertained, to feel good about oneself), about not being
branded as fanatics or eccentrics? Are we seriously
concerned about where unbelievers will spend
eternity? Are we prepared to pay the price of
offending the religious sensibilities of people
(even some regular church-goers)?
When Jesus spoke the truth, many were upset – but
others believed.
Bruce Christian4
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The way of the Cross.

DAY 1
THE PASSAGE

S

JOHN 7:1-13

THE POINT Jesus was under pressure from well-meaning but

unenlightened family and friends to bypass the way of the
cross (cf His temptations, Luke 4:1-13); His Church faces this
same pressure today.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus was in no doubt that He would die, in Jerusalem, at the
instigation of the Jewish leaders – He knew this was why He
had come (cf Mark 10:33-34); but the timing was important (1,
6-9).
• Jesus’ brothers are representative of the way the “natural”
man thinks: success and fame are a high priority and are
achieved by exposure and marketing (3-4). Sadly, the Church
today is too often motivated by the same worldly form of

unbelief (cf 5) that tries to impress, and misses the whole point
of the cross (cf 7).
• There were two ways of “going” to the Feast of Tabernacles:
the formal attendance that the Law required of all Jewish men
(cf. Exodus 23:17); or just slipping along unofficially, to be
there but not to participate. Unlike His brothers, Jesus was
not “going” in the first sense at this time; He intended to be
there incognito (10).
• Many common people were open to the possibility that Jesus
was God’s man, but the leaders had made up their mind (1113).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What are some implications of verses 6-7 for the Church
today?

Legalism gone mad.

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 7:14-24

ing. Obligatory attendance at the Feasts was part of this;
Sabbath-keeping was another part of it; circumcising on the 8th
day was another. On an earlier visit to Jerusalem Jesus had
healed a lame man on the Sabbath (5:1-15) and therefore had
angered the Jews (5:16). They failed to see their total lack of
perspective in allowing the symbolic removal of a foreskin on
the Sabbath while forbidding the making of a sick man completely well (23)! To top it all off, they were plotting to kill
Jesus – contrary to the Mosaic Law!

ure of the Jewish people to see the real meaning of all their outward festivals would have moved Him to speak out strongly in
the middle of their week-long Feast of Tabernacles celebration
(14).
• It is not surprising that Jesus’ teaching made a powerful
impact; it was God’s direct word in the context of a celebration
that was only symbolic; it was reality rather than rhetoric (1518).
• Willing obedience is a prerequisite for true understanding
(17).
• Jesus knew man’s heart better than man knew himself (20)!

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Jesus was not afraid to speak the truth publicly, and the fail-

• Do you have your present religious practices in perspective?

THE POINT At the centre of Jewish religion was Law-keep-

Different wavelengths.

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 7:25-36

THE POINT Things were thoroughly confusing for the man

in the street in Jerusalem: Jesus was speaking out boldly, claiming to be God’s official spokesman, and doing things to back
up His claim; there were rumours that the religious leaders
were plotting to kill Him but did not seem to be challenging
what He was saying; and then there was the fact that Jesus had
been born into a working class family in the non-Davidic
northern region of Galilee (41f). On top of all this, some
things Jesus was saying were quite hard to understand; the people were divided in their opinion of Him !
THE PARTICULARS

• The silence of the Jewish leaders in the face of Jesus’ open

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Does “human wisdom” stop you from gaining spiritual
insight?

Identity crisis.

DAY 4
THE PASSAGE

claims was puzzling. Were they starting to lean towards the
possibility of His actually being the promised Messiah
(Christ)?
• Jesus spoke of His divine origin; the people were on a completely different wavelength, thinking only in terms of His
human origin and therefore unable to understand Him (cf 1
Corinthians 2:14).
• Some were fully convinced on the basis of the overwhelming
evidence (31). Even His opponents were constrained by God’s
sovereign power; His death would only be in God’s timing (30).

JOHN 7:37-44

THE POINT A key feature of the ritual at the Feast of

Tabernacles was the carrying in of water from the Pool of
Siloam, to remember God’s gracious provision in the desert,
and to anticipate the outpouring of His Spirit in the last days.
Jesus was able to make good use of this symbolism to emphasise His own identity and mission as the fulfilment of all of
Israel’s past history and future hope.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus would have had in mind such Scriptures as Isaiah 44:3,
55:1 and Zechariah 13:1, 14:8 in His proclamation at the Feast,
Scriptures relating to its celebration. He was the final fulfilment of all these promises; He could not remain silent (37-38).
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• The Holy Spirit is eternally part of the Godhead; He took
part in Creation; He moved in the hearts of OT men of faith,
especially the prophets; and He was present at Jesus’ baptism
(1:32). John tells us here what Jesus will enlarge on in chapters
14-16 concerning the Spirit’s special ministry in and through
believers (39).
• Jesus’ hearers didn’t have the advantage we have of knowing
that “Jesus the Galilean” was actually a descendant of David,
born in Bethlehem (Luke 2:4-7). So much of what He said
and did qualified Him as a strong “Messiah” candidate, but the
apparent lack of the most basic requirement, His pedigree,
caused them confusion. There was therefore much division
over Him (40-44).
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Closed minds.

DAY 5
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 7:45-52

THE POINT The Jewish leaders had not sent their police

force out on a fact-finding mission to discover the true identity
of the troublemaker from up north; they had already decided
(except for maybe one) that Jesus was an impostor and this was
to be a shoot-first-ask-questions-later exercise (see 32). How
many people in the last 2 millennia have rejected Jesus’ claims
without bothering to look at the evidence with any degree of
objectivity? It’s a sad reality.
THE PARTICULARS

• In spite of the clear brief from their dominant employers (cf
32), the temple police couldn’t bring themselves to arrest Jesus
in the face of His powerful message and overwhelming persona

(45-46).
• The irrational anger of the “theologically informed” Pharisees
is sadly typical of people with vested interests in defending a
position. They use their own evidence selectively and denigrate the qualifications of anyone who dares to question it (4749, 52).
• Nicodemus was the exception. His previous private encounter
with Jesus (ch. 3) had also made an impression on him (50-51).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How old were you when you realised that Jesus truly is God
and that He came to earth to die to save you? Had you spent
time (years?) refusing to consider the evidence? Do you wonder why?

Caught in hypocrisy.

DAY 6
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 7:53-8:11

THE POINT (The best attested manuscripts do not include

this passage here, and it interrupts the flow of John’s narrative.
Nevertheless, God has preserved it for us as part of His
inspired Word.) The Jewish leaders, who were trying to ignore
the evidence that proved Jesus to be God’s Messiah, were also
trying to ignore the reality of their own sinful nature.
Exposing someone else who is more demonstrably a sinner
than I am goes a long way towards easing my own conscience...
at least until I come face to face with Jesus! Jesus’ handling of
this situation has given us a priceless insight into how we
should approach similar very difficult pastoral matters with
integrity and sensitivity; how we must first search our own

JOHN 8:12-20

THE POINT Jesus was/is unique. He was born as one of us,

fully man, in human history; but His mother was a virgin, He
had no human father. He was born without sin, unaffected by
a fallen nature that always gets things wrong. He was fully
God, coming from heaven to earth. Therefore, He was always
right (by definition and personal experience) and His detractors were wrong. But His uniqueness meant that there was
no-one to back up His story – except His Father in heaven.
This should have been enough for the Jews because they had
God’s infallible Word in writing.
THE PARTICULARS

• The burning of bright lights as part of the week’s celebration

• The Jewish leaders saw the woman caught in adultery as a real
“godsend”; not only did it give them the opportunity to claim
the moral high ground, it also enabled them to set a trap for
their enemy Jesus, the friend of sinners (cf Matthew 9:11-13):
How could He deny either law or grace, justice or mercy? (36a)
• Does age make us more aware of our own sinfulness? (9)
• True grace/forgiveness does not condone persistent sin (11).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What wrong conclusions might be drawn from this passage?

of the Feast of Tabernacles prompted Jesus to make a further
claim (following 37-38): He is the life-giving Light of the world
(12). Thus, He does not judge falsely like men (15), but in
truth (16).
• If Jesus’ claim is valid, and He is the source of truth (light)
who has come from heaven with God, then no supporting witness is required. (If it is not valid, He should be totally
rejected!)(13-18)
• Jesus is a “package deal” with God, His Father. Men cannot
claim to know God the Father while ever they reject Jesus (19).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How are the Jews condemned by their own Bible (cf 5:3940)?

A matter of life and death.

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE

THE PARTICULARS

The God-Bible-Jesus package.

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE

hearts when called upon to discipline others; and how we can
“hate the sin” and yet “love the sinner”.

JOHN 8:21-30

THE POINT The Jews, in spite of their “religion”, were so far

from true spiritual understanding that they had no idea as to
who Jesus was or what He was talking about. “He came to
that which was his own, but his own did not receive him.”
(1:11) This is both a sad commentary on them, and a solemn
warning to us: God’s whole Plan of Salvation is centred on the
person and work of Jesus; to fail to get this right and believe in
Him is to miss out on heaven.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus insisted that He was going back to the Father, from
where He had come; persisting in their sin of failing to recognise Him as God’s promised Saviour/Messiah would leave His

hearers in their natural state of separation from God, and so
disqualify them from ever being united again with Him in
heaven.
• By failing to recognise Jesus as the Messiah, the Jews would
continue to look for “Him” (ie the Messiah), but to no avail
(21).
• Jesus uses the significant term “I am” twice here (24, 28; NIV
adds “the one I claim to be” only for clarity), and the association of this term with the name of God in Exodus 3:14 and
Isaiah 40-55 would have been known to His Jewish hearers (cf
58-59).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are we forthright enough today in presenting Jesus’ claims?
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Abraham needs Jesus.

DAY 9
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 8:30-41

THE POINT God promised Abraham that his descendants

would be blessed, and a blessing to everyone else (Genesis
12:2-3). The constant reality of Jewish history is that, due to
their rebellion, it rarely happened – and in the end it only truly
happens in Christ (cf 56). So it is arrogant for the Jews to
claim this promise (33), against all the evidence, while at the
same time rejecting Christ! What this proves is that their true
ancestry is from a different source!
THE PARTICULARS

• In spite of Jesus’ offensive claims, and the mounting opposition to Him because of them, there were still many who
believed (30).

• Nevertheless, Jesus had to challenge even them. Real freedom is only possible if there is truth; truth can only be found
in Jesus; and following Jesus can never be just a casual matter,
but means being fully committed to everything He says (31-32,
36).
• Conversely, unregenerate man is a slave to his sinful nature,
demonstrated by his failure to live by Jesus’ revelation of God’s
Word, and by his failure to recognise who Jesus is (34, 37-38).
• Simply having Abraham’s “genes” isn’t what counts; it is having his “genius”, ie his spirit (39-41; cf Luke 3:8, Romans 4:9-17).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What are modern Christian equivalents of the Jews’ error
here?

Two ways to live.

DAY 10
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 8:42-47

THE POINT The strong words of Jesus here against His own

flesh and blood, a people who believed themselves to be God’s
special, chosen race, cannot be ignored or glossed over. Jesus
loved His people, longing for them to realise who He was and
why He had come (cf Luke 13:34), but He was commissioned
by His Father to speak the truth, and to speak it clearly:
because of sin, we are all born under Satan’s rule, and, apart
from God’s grace which is found only in Him, we are by
nature the devil’s children (cf Ephesians 2:1-3). The Jews were
actually demonstrating this truth by failing to recognise, listen
to, and embrace Jesus; they had to be told.

JOHN 8:48-59

THE POINT The claim of Jesus in this passage is not nego-

tiable: if it is not true, the Jews were right, and Jesus should be
totally rejected.
THE PARTICULARS

• The Jews at least realised that they cannot be in the same
camp as Jesus; from their perspective therefore, Jesus has to be
outside the covenant (a Samaritan) and outside the state of
grace in God (demon-possessed); they could not contemplate
the reverse (48)!
• Jesus knows the truth: He knows He is God’s Son, and is
aware of God’s purpose in showing His glory to the world as
its Judge through Him; He does not have to strive for this,

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Why is it impossible to bring men to faith by rational argument?

because it must happen as part of God’s sovereign Plan (49-50,
54-55; cf Ps. 2).
• The Jews, unable to think in spiritual terms, could not distinguish between physical death (the lot of all men due to Adam’s
sin – cf Romans 5:12) and spiritual death (eternal separation
from God for all who reject His offer of life in Jesus) (51-53).
• Jesus is the key that makes sense of God’s whole self-revelation to man: Abraham’s exemplary faith and obedience only
find their true meaning in Jesus, the “I AM” God (56-58; cf
Genesis 22:8, Exodus 3:14). This point was not lost on the
Jews (59)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Have you staked everything in life and death on Jesus alone?

Hope for all “born blind”.

DAY 12
THE PASSAGE

• If the Jews really were God’s children, as they claimed to be,
they would have welcomed His true Son with open arms (42).
• Sin causes spiritual deafness. If we don’t truly hear (and
therefore respond to) the clear words of God declared in/by
Jesus, we simply prove that we are not on God’s wavelength,
we are out of His loop; this places us squarely in the devil’s
camp (43f)!
• In Satan’s realm, the world apart from Christ, truth and
goodness are completely foreign concepts -– so Jesus is
rejected (44b-47).

“Before Abraham was, I AM”.

DAY 11
THE PASSAGE

THE PARTICULARS

JOHN 9:1-5

THE POINT What we have been looking at up to this point

about spiritual blindness and its effects is now brought home
very clearly in a vivid practical example: Jesus’ healing of a man
born blind.
THE PARTICULARS

• The Jews were right in seeing a general connection between
sin and physical illness or the human body not functioning the
way God designed it to; they were wrong in drawing the conclusion (as many still do) that a specific illness is always a direct
result of a sin of the sufferer (the “what-have-I-done-todeserve-this” syndrome). Some things in real life just don’t fit
such reasoning (as in the case of Job), especially congenital ill1 6 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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ness (1-2).
• Jesus made it quite clear that God is free to choose to display
His sovereign power and glory through human suffering, and
that no other cause of it, or reason for it, need be sought (3).
• Jesus knew His days on earth were numbered. He is the
Light of the world and there is a sense of urgency about His
ministry of bringing the true light into its darkness. Because
of the urgency, He is keen to include others in the task, hence
His use of the “we” in verse 4 (cf His appointing of the Twelve
in Mark 3:14-15) (4-5).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What errors can we make when trying to understand suffering?
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Undeniable reality.

DAY 13
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 9:6-12

THE POINT Jesus has declared Himself to be the Light of the

world (5) - He will now prove His claim, physically and spiritually, in real life.
THE PARTICULARS

• The methods Jesus used in His healing miracles were many
and varied: sometimes He touched; sometimes He just spoke;
sometimes He wasn’t even present; sometimes (as here) He
used a “medicine”. We should not expect a standard healing
formula today (6-7).
• The meaning of “Siloam” is a clue to help us see why Jesus
was “sent” by the Father. We are also meant to see a stark
contrast between the faith-leading-to-obedience of this man

and Israel’s rejection of the “waters of Shiloah” (Siloam) in
Isaiah 8:6 (7).
• Visible signs do not guarantee a commitment of faith (a fact
to keep in mind when people say they would believe if God
would just perform a miracle for them!). Those faced with
exactly the same evidence came to opposite conclusions.
Fallen (spiritually blind) man can rationalise away anything he
wants to (8-9).
• The healed man had not yet seen Jesus physically (cf 35); but
his experience of His divine power to heal was enough (10-12).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Jesus warned us against Satan’s use of signs and wonders to
deceive (Matthew 24:24). What safeguards do we have?

Unreliable deniability.

DAY 14
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 9:13-23

THE POINT The key to this part of the story is in verse 22:

the Jews had already made up their mind about Jesus; everything else, even the observable facts, had to fit in with their
preconceived ideas. As we will see at the end of the chapter, it
was their ability to see physically that sealed their spiritual
blindness (40-41)!
THE PARTICULARS

• The man would have been excluded from the temple worship
all his life because his blindness made him ceremonially
unclean. It was therefore necessary for him to be cleared with
the officials associated with the synagogue to be accepted as
“clean” (13).
• The fact that the healing took place on a Sabbath was the

more obvious charge for the legalistically-bound Pharisees to
bring against Jesus; but their real problem was His claims in
chapter 8.
• In cross-examining the man, the Jews were faced with cold
facts, not philosophical ideas; but, in spite of overwhelming
evidence, they still refused to believe. So it is with people
today (16-19).
• Although unwilling to become involved in the consequences,
the parents would not deny the simple, observable truths (2023).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• When you read the Bible, do you first ask God to open your
eyes (Psalm 119:18) so that you are not blind to His truths in
it?

They threw him out.

DAY 15
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 9:24-34

THE POINT In logic, a syllogism consists of a major premise,

a minor premise and a conclusion. If both the premises are
true, the conclusion must be true. The Pharisees were caught
in a dilemma: Major Premise: only God can give sight; Minor
Premise: Jesus gave the man-born-blind his sight; Conclusion:
Jesus is God. To deny the major premise would undermine
their whole theology; but they had already rejected the conclusion, so the only way out for them was to get rid of the minor
premise, that is, to eliminate the man who stood before them as
its undeniable proof. “And they threw him out” (34)! They
shut their eyes to the evidence. Jesus will point out the significance of this to them tomorrow (39).

THE PARTICULARS

• Whatever other doubts or questions may trouble him or her,
the certainty for every believer is, “I was blind but now I see”
(25).
• The Pharisees are committed to a point of view and so have
to fiddle with the facts; the healed man is committed to the
reality of his life-changing experience and so is open to whatever conclusion is necessary to validate that experience.
Pressure him as they may, it could make no difference to what
Jesus had done.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How does the attitude/approach of the healed man differ from
that of the Pharisees? Which is more glorifying to God (cf 24)?

They shut their eyes.

DAY 16
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 9:35-41

THE POINT The coming, mission and ministry of Jesus

turned man’s world and wisdom upside-down – or more precisely, downside-up. What He said and did exposed the utter
darkness of human “wisdom”. While ever we think we can see
we will remain in darkness.
THE PARTICULARS

• In His busy public schedule with all its physical, emotional
and spiritual pressure, Jesus made time to “find” the healed man
who was being treated so badly by the established “church”
(35).
• Jesus was interested in more than just man’s physical blindness;
He wanted him to “see the light” spiritually as well (35-38).

• In v.39, Jesus seems to contradict 3:17 since “condemn” and
“judgement” have the same root. But, as 3:18 makes clear,
judgement is an inevitable consequence of God’s rescue mission in Christ for those who refuse to look to Him (39, cf 3:14,
Numbers 21:8). For believers, He came to save; for unbelievers He came to condemn.
• If the Pharisees were physically blind, ie they couldn’t witness the miracle of healing that proved Jesus’ true identity
beyond a shadow of doubt, they could be excused for unbelief;
it is their physical eyesight that seals their spiritual blindness
(40-41)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Is there a link between man’s “enlightenment” and apostasy?
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Life to the max.

DAY 17
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 10 : 1-10

there are those who are His (He calls them His sheep), and
those who are not His. There is a definite boundary between
those who are included and those who are excluded; there is a
specific entrance, and only one, through which access to be
among those who are His is gained. To our world today that
prides itself in eliminating differences, that champions its antidiscrimination policies, His teaching here is not only foreign
but utterly repugnant; but to all who by grace belong to Him it
is life and health and peace.

share in His eternal Kingdom; any other claim is false (1, 7-10;
cf 14:6).
• Jesus is using simple, common “realities” to illustrate/explain
heavenly truths; they are His teaching tools and He is not
bound by them; He freely moves between being the gate of the
sheep pen (1, 7, 9) and the shepherd of the sheep (2-5, 8) to
make His point.
• There will always be religious impostors (eg the Jews in the
previous few chapters), but Jesus has come to care for each one
who belongs to Him (2-5, 10; cf Numbers 27:15-17, Ezekiel
34).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Jesus claimed to be the only way into God’s presence, to

• Do you know Jesus’ voice? Does He know yours?

THE POINT Jesus draws a clear distinction between men;

Substitutionary atonement.

DAY 18
THE PASSAGE

JOHN 10:11-18

THE POINT Having made the point that He is both the only

way back to God and the shepherd who is responsible for the
personal care of God’s sheep, Jesus now explains how He will
prove Himself to be the truly good shepherd by willingly sacrificing His own life in order to rescue these sheep, ie as their
substitute in death.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus’ persistent use of the “I AM” formula in John has
already been noted; here He applies it to Himself as the “good
shepherd”, perhaps in contrast to the “worthless shepherd” of
Zech. 11:17.
• Jesus stresses His close personal relationship with those who

JOHN 10:19-33

THE POINT God is sovereign in salvation. Jesus’ life and wit-

ness will never convince those whose hearts are hard, who
refuse to believe. But there is no excuse for such disbelief
against all the evidence. Conversely, those who do receive
God’s gift of eternal life are His elect, and they can therefore
never be taken away from Him.
THE PARTICULARS

• Jesus’ teaching and claims were so outrageous, but His life and
miracles so “supernatural”, the only possible conclusion was that
there were powerful spiritual forces at work: therefore He was
either what He claimed to be, the Messiah, or else He was
demon-possessed – there was/is no other possibility (19-21).

• What other religions profess a caring, dying Saviour? So ... ?

• Miracles will never convince those who refuse to believe; for
them, Jesus can never be other than a “mere man” (24-25, 3133).
• Jesus declares that God is sovereign in His electing grace by
saying, “you do not believe because you are not my sheep”; He
did not say (as those of an Arminian persuasion would imply),
“you are not my sheep because you do not believe” (26).
• Jesus and the Father are one; Jesus gave up His life on behalf
of the sheep whom the Father had chosen and given to Him
(27-30).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Did Jesus teach “once saved, always saved”? Do you believe
it?

Blind eyes, deaf ears, closed minds.

DAY 20
THE PASSAGE

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

Jesus died for His sheep.

DAY 19
THE PASSAGE

belong to Him and are loved by Him, by comparison with
those for whom religion is cold and impersonal, who see “caring” for others as a job to be done rather than a relationship.
Our relationship with Him is as close as His relationship with
His Father. This way of thinking is distinctively Christian and
should be evident always in the life of His Church (14-15, cf 1
Peter 5:1-4).
• Jesus’ death was a voluntary act on His part, and an example
of His commitment and obedience to His Father’s will (11, 15,
17-18).
• Jesus’ saving purposes extend beyond just the Jews (16).

JOHN 10:34-42

THE POINT God continues to make the truth known clearly

to stubborn, sinful man. It is sad that what will be so obvious
to him on the Day of Judgement remains so obscure to his
rebellious heart.
THE PARTICULARS

• The Jews had become so earthbound in their thinking it was
as if they had forgotten that God made man in His image! If
Psalm 82:6 allowed for the fact that man in an obedient relationship with his heavenly Father could be called “god”, why
was it such a problem for Jesus, God’s special Man in the
world, to say of Himself, “I am God’s Son”? Is this really blasphemy? (34-36)
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• As Jesus pointed out continually in His ministry, the evidence of His miracles is incontrovertible proof of His relationship to God the Father, from any standpoint of human reasoning (37-38; cf 14:11); their purpose is to help people believe!
(cf. 20:30-31)
• In spite of increasing antagonism from the Jewish leaders,
many people who had been influenced by John the Baptist’s
message and testimony were coming to faith in Jesus (39-42).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Does the contrast between the reaction of the Jewish leaders
in Jerusalem and that of the common people who had heard
John, suggest that their real problem was an unwillingness to
repent?
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Across
Australia
New Queensland moderator
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gospels, tracts and leaflets to the passing
crowd. Children were offered free balloons with the church’s name printed
on them.

presbyteries, assembly, and as many of our
other ministries as possible.

Peace in Queensland

ount Gambier held a youth camp for
year 7 and up in January, and a boat cruise
on the Glenelg River in February as part
of the men’s ministry, where Richard
O’Brien, minister for the CBD at Scots
Church, Melbourne, gave a challenging
talk from Ecclesiastes. Also in February,
the Answers in Genesis Ark Van visited
the annual church fair.
At Penola, the ladies enjoyed a weekend from 24 to 26 March at Karnkendi
campsite. On 1 October, the church will
celebrate its 150th anniversary. A highlight for Para Hills was recording the
whole of the Westminster Confession of
Faith on to CD during a weekend retreat.
At Norwood, the church presented the
Gospel cantata I’m Accepted at Easter.
Sadly, it also held the funeral for Joan
Mitchell who had served at Norwood so
faithfully over many years.
Largs North enjoyed a visit from
Moderator-General Bob Thomas in May.
At North Adelaide, Alistair Matheson
has been appointed elder emeritus. Mr
Matheson has served as state moderator,
moderator of the Presbytery of Torrens,
session clerk and dedicated elder.
St Andrew’s, Naracoorte, also turns
150 this year, in November. Elder Ian
Hutchison is busy preparing the history

The Central Queensland Presbyterial
R
udi Schwartz, former part-time patrol Association held their annual meeting
padre with the Presbyterian Inland recently. President Mrs Heather Ross
Mission, is the next moderator of the
PCQ. He and his family migrated from
South Africa in 1994, and he has also
served at Warren, NSW, Naracoorte in
South Australia, and St Andrew’s,
Townsville.

Stem cell research

was the guest speaker, on “Jesus Christ
and true peace”. Before the meeting a
worship service was led by Rev. Charlie
Kennedy, and Rev. Gerhardt Van Tonder
from Mackay gave the address.

Hanna inducted in SA

The 120th South Australian General
Thashepublished
Australian Evangelical Alliance Assembly was held in the Mount Barker
a new assessment of the church on 8 Monday, with Pastor Rupert
Lockhart Committee review on embryo
experimentation from a Christian perspective. The assessment, prepared by Dr
Brian Edgar, the alliance’s director of
public theology, notes that the Lockhart
Review rightly recognises the benefits of
stem cell research, but argues that it errs at
the most fundamental level in finding that
the value of the human embryo is to be
derived from the intention of the clinician.
The committee claims that an embryo
artificially created in order to extract stem
cells is simply “a cellular extension of the
original subject” and thus does not have
the same status or level of protection as an
embryo created (naturally or artificially)
to achieve a pregnancy. This is an inappropriate and philosophically flawed
approach to determining the status of
embryos.
There are also grounds for concern
that, by defending the essential humanity
of the early embryo, and yet allowing it to
be used for various kinds of research,
there is the basis of an argument for
destructive research on embryos beyond
14 days of development.
The full statement is available at
www.ea.org.au.

Festival outreach

Hanna inducted as moderator by the
outgoing Moderator Rev. Dr Reg
Mathews. Mount Barker is where Mr
Hanna ministers.
There were three new members of
assembly: Rev. Andrew Gall of
Naracoorte, elder Roger Bannister of
Mount Gambier and elder Murray Paton
of Largs North. Moderator-General Bob
Thomas and former Presbyterian Inland
Mission superintendent Jack Knapp also
attended, along with John Searle, an
assessor from the General Assembly of
Australia.

PWA conference

TPWAhe 28th
annual state conference of the
was also held in Mount Barker. The
theme was “God is our refuge and
strength”. In the morning PWA federal
president Mrs Joan Thauax spoke on
what was important to mothers and
grandmothers, and in the afternoon Mrs
Anne Donaldson spoke about being a
nurse with the Royal Flying Doctor
Service.
The PWA Thanksgiving Offering in
2006 will be split between the Free
Reformed Church of Myanmar (to support a student for the year) and the PIM
Flynn Patrol.

SSandgate
t David’s Presbyterian Church,
(Qld) joined the Blue Water

Website updated

Festival, the main event of which is the
start of the Brisbane to Gladstone yacht
race. Thousands of people flock to look
at the multitude of stalls and other
attractions, but the church was not
there to sell but to give. Rev. Don
Ashman and church volunteers offered

he Presbyterian Church of South
Australia website has received a complete
overhaul. If you look up www.pcsa.org.au
on the internet you will find a comprehensive site that has individual page listings for each body in the state church,
including congregations, committees,

T

News from SA

M

PREZRA
School of
Theology
and PCA Ministries
In our 20/20 Vision for South Australia and
Adelaide, are you someone God is calling to
come and live in one of the 20 towns in SA
or one of the 20 suburbs in Adelaide to
work as a planter of a Gospel (House)
Church of the Presbyterian Church of SA?
You may need to come as a tent-maker and
complete training for acceptance as a PCA
Ministries Worker, and serve on a faith-andsupport basis of 2/3 of the weekly income
from the local Church ministry.
PREZRA offers free the ThA and advanced
Diploma of Theology (ThL) of the Australian
College of Theology; and a Home Missionary
Certificate (HMCertif) and PREZRA’s Diploma
of Biblical Studies for lay workers.
Contact: PREZRA / PCA Ministries
Rev Dr Reg Mathews
18 Aragon Road,
Ingle Farm, S.A. 5098
(08) 83 95 78 41
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of the church. The Whyalla church
enjoyed a fruitful month of March, welcoming 10 people into the congregation.

Kicking on

Thasheappointed
Australian Evangelical Alliance
former AFL footballer Ray
Walker as development manager. Walker,
the Western Bulldogs’ best and fairest
winner of 1963, has an extensive background in Christian ministries, including
World Vision Australia, Focus on the
Family Australia, Festival Victoria 2005
with Franklin Graham, and Sports
Chaplaincy Australia.
Ray represented Victoria four times,
served six years as state selector and 20
years as a media football commentator
with the ABC. He worked for 20 years
with Ansett Airlines, rising to state sales
manager before a life-changing experience
in 1993.
EA has appointed Ray to forge
stronger links with the churches and their
leadership by linking them to a range of
services – conferences, publications,
insurance, theology and public policy; and
specialist networks including Christian
management, cross-cultural missions,
indigenous ministry, religious liberty,
women and youth.

Mach is back

T

he Ministry Across Cultural
Horizons (MACH) program has
returned in 2006. The program began in
1996 when Ian Mears and Mike Wilson
teamed together to put together a program to equip Christian leaders to minister across cultures. At that time Ian was
director of Continuing Education for
Ministers and Mike was employed by
Anglicare as trainer in cross-cultural ministry.
From the very beginning the MACH
program was opened up to all Christians
with a heart and vision to develop crosscultural ministry. The MACH program
continues to be inter-denominational and
to be pitched at both Christian leaders and
keen church members. A major feature of
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the MACH program is a heavy reliance on
input from those who are ministering to
people from their own ethnic and cultural background. It runs across four
days next month at Merrylands Arabic
Presbyterian Church, and costs $195 for
four days or $60 a day. For more details,
contact Mike Wilson, on (02) 9690 9348,
mwilson@pcnsw.org.au.

Around
the World
Christian woman lynched

M

uslim extremists overwhelmed police
officers providing refuge for an unidentified Christian woman in Izom, Nigeria,
on 28 June and stoned and clubbed her to
death for doing street evangelism. David
Atabo of the Roman Catholic Church in
Izom said he witnessed the killing of the
woman. He told Compass Direct that she
had met a group of Muslim youths, shared
the gospel with them and gave them
tracts. When nearby Muslim elders
learned that the woman had preached to
the youths, he said, they claimed she
insulted the prophet of Islam,
Mohammed, and ordered that she be
killed. Police rescued her and took her
into protective custody, but a mob
stormed the police station. “The police,
realising that the Muslim crowd was overwhelming, smuggled the woman through
a back door to escape with her, but the
Muslims blocked all escape routes, and at
this point the police abandoned the
woman to save their lives,” Atabo said.
“She was clubbed to death.”

Presbyterians endorse cannabis

T

he Presbyterian Church (USA) has
endorsed access to cannabis for medical
purposes. The church’s General Assembly
voted to endorse legal access to medical
marijuana for seriously ill patients.
By consensus, the denomination
passed a resolution “urging federal legisla-
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tion that allows for its use and that provides for the production and distribution
of the plant for those purposes”.
The Presbyterian Church (USA) joins
the United Methodist Church,
Episcopal Church, United Church of
Christ, Union for Reform of Judaism,
Progressive
National
Baptist
Convention, and the Unitarian
Universalist Association in support of
medical marijuana.

2000 pastors arrested

O

n June 25, Christian Aid Assocation
released a report listing the cases of persecution against Chinese house churches in
different provinces in China from May
2005 to May 2006. According to the
report, in the past 12 months, at least 1958
Chinese house church pastors and
Christians in 15 provinces have been
arrested. It is reported that police officers
and religious affairs cadres conducting the
raids have mistreated and tortured
Christians. The report shows that Henan
has been the worst province in persecution against house churches. In 11 raids
between July 2005 and May 2006, 823 pastors and believers were arrested.
Meanwhile, Chinese officials have
expressed “strong dissatisfaction” with a
resolution passed by the US House of
Representatives on June 12 condemning
rising persecution of religious believers in
China.
Christian Aid Association,
Compass Direct

Warren to visit North Korea

R

ick Warren has confirmed plans to visit
the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea (DPRK) to meet church and business leaders, despite the current standoff
over recent missile firings by the isolated
communist country.
“Regardless of politics, I will go anywhere I am invited to preach the gospel,”
said Warren, pastor of Saddleback Valley
Community Church in Lake Forest,
California, and best-selling author of The
Purpose-Driven Life and The Purpose-

N
Driven Church. Warren also addressed the
national convention of Hillsong in
Sydney last month.
Warren plans to meet Korean leadership to prepare for a visit to preach in
March, in conjunction with the 100th
anniversary of the Pyongyang Revival in
what is now the capital city.
Assist News Service

Villagers beaten

W

hen four tribal Christians in
Maharashtra state, India, asked for help
following an attack by Hindu extremists
last month, police responded by taunting
and kicking the victims, then filing
charges against them. Members of the
local Tribal Welfare Committee beat the
four for converting to Christianity. The
four converts filed a complaint at the local
police station immediately after the
attack. When they returned on June 15 to
ask what action had been taken, one police
officer told them: “Ask Jesus to call me on
my mobile phone.” Three police officers
then asked for a demonstration of prayer.
When the four Christians knelt down, the
officers kicked them and taunted them.
The officers then filed charges against
them for breaching the peace.
Compass Direct

Rights forum undermined

H
otels in Malaysia have refused to host a
series of religious rights forums after
angry protestors shut down an event on
14 May and accused the organisers of
being “enemies of Islam”. Article 11, a
coalition of 13 religious and human rights
groups, had organised a series of forums
to discuss constitutional rights and the
dilemma created by a dual legal system
incorporating both civil and sharia law.
On May 14, police cordons and a
crowd of roughly 500 demonstrators
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greeted participants arriving for a forum
in Penang. Eventually police insisted that
the forum be shut down, despite having
issued an official permit for the event.
“This incident shows how serious the
breakdown in constitutional values is,”
National Human Rights Society deputy
president and lawyer Malik Imtiaz
Sarwar, a speaker at the forum, told local
reporters. “If we cannot speak on the constitution, where are we as a nation?”
Compass Direct

Russia. The harsh requirements of
Russia’s 1997 Freedom of Conscience and
Religious Associations law are now being
enforced at the local level, and the new
Non-Governmental
Organisation
(NGO) law enables authorities to closely
monitor religious activities.”

Prize for prisoner

Church (USA), was fired last week after
she admitted to embezzlement. More
than $100,000 in church funds is missing.
Church officials said the case is being
turned over to prosecutors. They said
insurance and restitution should cover
any losses.
Church accounting and finance staff
discovered the theft on 27 June during
normal preparation of bank reconciliations when “several unexplained items
were found”, according to the statement
released by the General Assembly
Council (GAC). When confronted,
Golliher admitted to embezzlement and
her employment was terminated.

A

Pakistani Christian has won a religious
persecution award after spending eight
years in prison on contested charges that
he damaged a sign containing verses from
the Koran. The International Society for
Human Rights (IGFM) honored Ranjha
Masih, still serving his life sentence, with
the
newly
established
Stephen
Endowment award in recognition of
Masih’s “steadfastness in maintaining his
Christian beliefs”. Masih was unable to
accept the award in person at the IGFM
annual conference in Frankfurt, Germany,
in May. He remained behind bars thousands of kilometres away in Faisalabad
Central Jail, seemingly forgotten by
Pakistan’s legal system. Three years after
filing an appeal before the provincial High
Court, the Christian has not been given a
hearing.
Compass Direct

Presbyterian embezzled

Jfinancial
udy A. Golliher, the second-ranking
officer in the Presbyterian

Prison dumps program

Afor groundbreaking
discipleship course
prisoners in Dartmoor prison,
England, has been axed by the Prison
Service after only one year because it did
not comply with “diversity policies”.

Russians arrest US evangelist

P

resident Vladimir Putin, hosting the
G8’s first summit in Russia, hoped to use
the meeting to showcase his country’s
new assertive global posture, but at the
same time there was indications he might
be closing the doors to religious freedom
in Russia.
John Livoti of Eastern European
Outreach was denied entry into Russia on
a mission trip last month. Livoti arrived at
Moscow’s Domodevodo airport on 4 July
with a valid entry visa in his passport
issued by the Russian Embassy in
Washington D.C. Despite this fact, and
with no explanation whatsoever, Russian
authorities denied Livoti entrance into the
country.
Livoti was accompanied by a team of
14 people from New England who continued on through customs with no problem. Only Livoti was singled out and
arrested. EEO executive director Jeff
Thompson said: “Many Evangelical
groups are facing new challenges in

Visiting
Outback
Qeensland?

??
:

Worship with us at

Charleville
St James Presbyterian Church
76 Galatea St, Charleville, QLD

:
Worship Service

Sunday 9am
Contact: Rev David Knott

qq(07) 4654 3100
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The closure of the Inner Change program raises wider concerns for similar
programs and courses, such as Alpha, in
British prisons because of fears that they
may fall foul of the multi-faith approach
of the government. Lady Georgie Wates,
of the Prison Fellowship, who helped to
set up the course in Dartmoor Prison,
said the future of Christian teaching and
chaplaincy in prisons was now hanging in
the balance. “There are two reasons for
the closure. First we don’t comply with
the diversity policy of the Prison Service
because we teach the sanctity of heterosexual marriage as the Bible says, which is
seen as homophobic. And secondly,
because we don’t fit in with the multifaith agenda. They think we should be
teaching a bit of every religion and that
what we’re teaching offends other
faiths.”
The Bishop of Rochester, the Rt Rev
Michael Nazir-Ali, who recently
expressed concerns about the marginalisation of Christianity in chaplaincies, said
he regretted the closure of Inner Change.

Signal strong

D

espite the almost constant bombing of
Beirut by Israeli planes, as they step up
their offensive to free two Israeli soldiers
seized by Hezbollah, Christian satellite
television organization SAT-7’s office in
Beirut remained undamaged as AP went
to press.
CEO Terry Ascott said the toll could
be seen psychologically. The SAT-7 staff
continues to broadcast the message of
hope and peace, but “a cloud of depression is settling over Lebanon. The sounds
of explosions rattle the streets, bringing
back memories of the sectarian violence
that plagued the region for nearly two
decades,” he said..
The strikes took out power stations,
leaving much of the community without
electricity, as well as air conditioners,
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refrigerators, or televisions. “The
Lebanese are quite resourceful,” Ascott
said. “They have seen this before during
20 years of civil war and disturbances.
Many of the areas do have backup generators so they can keep essential appliances
working, and television is one of the
essential appliances.”

On the
Agenda
A sheila’s fruit salad

‘T

here was this sheila who came across a
snake-in-the-grass with all the cunning of
a con man. The snake asked her why she
didn’t just grab lunch off the tree in her
garden.
“God, she said, had told her she’d be
dead meat if her fruit salad came from that
tree, but the snake told her she wouldn’t
die.
So she took a good squiz and then a
bite and passed the fruit on to her bloke.
Right then and there, they’d realised what
they’d done and felt starkers.”
So begins Kel Richard’s account of the
fall of mankind retold using “strine”, or
Australian vernacular in More Aussie Bible,
released last month in Sydney by Bible
Society NSW.
The Aussie Bible (Well, bits of it anyway!) – Kel’s re-telling the Gospel story
using the Australian vernacular – was
released in August, 2003. Now a runaway
best seller with 100,000 copies sold, this
second instalment starts at Genesis with
Kel giving the Aussie treatment to the
Book of Genesis, Proverbs, the Gospel of
John and John’s first letter.
More Aussie Bible starts with Creation:
“God was tinkering around in His workshop when out of the blue, God knocked
up the whole bang lot.” Then there was
Joseph, the stockman, who got from his
dad this “lairy coat – lots of colour and no
taste” – that made his brothers “dead jealous”.
Like the first volume, More Aussie Bible
encourages readers to get their own copy
of the “fair dinkum” New Testament with
a coupon offer at the back.
“Ultimately we want people to engage
with the God of the Bible and find out for
themselves that God loves them and cares
for them,” said Daniel Willis, CEO of
Bible Society NSW. “As Kel says, ‘The
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Bible really is God’s message to humanity
– and here’s a bit more of it in the bewdy,
bottler language of Aussies. Rip into it –
you’ll find it’s as bright as a box of budgies!’ ”

Christians give more
By Barney Zwartz

Cto hurch-goers
give about twice as much
charity as non-believers, with people
aged 25 to 44 the most generous, according to new research on donations in
Australia.
But they are more likely to support
specific programs such as aid projects than
simply put money in the collection plate,
which is why so many individual churches
are struggling financially, according to
researcher Philip Hughes of the
Christian Research Association.
The association has just published its
findings about giving money, based on a
government report on philanthropy published in October, the National Church
Life Survey, and other research.
Donations by individual Australians
nearly doubled between 1997 and 2004.
“Australians generally are more
wealthy; they have an increased capacity
to give,’’ Dr Hughes said yesterday.
“In churches, those who are nominal
have tended to drop out, so you are left
with the more committed group who give
more but there’s fewer of them.’’
Individuals gave $7.7 billion to charity
in 2004, not counting money given to the
Asian tsunami appeal, with 87 per cent
making donations averaging $424.
Businesses donated $3.3 billion.
Among people who claimed on the
census to be religious, 89 per cent made
donations, averaging $460 in the year,
while 84 per cent of non-church goers
made donations, averaging $223.
Christians cite gratitude and the sense
of participating in God’s work as their
main motivation.
About 35 per cent of Christians “tithe’’
(donate 10 per cent of their income), and
another 25 per cent give 5 to 9 per cent.
Seventh Day Adventists and Pentecostals
tithed most (more than 60 per cent),
while Anglicans, Lutherans and Uniting
Church members tithed least. Nor were
Presbyterians well represented.
Dr Hughes said churches might need
to reorient themselves to different patterns of giving. “If they can identify programs with specific value, they may get
more money from younger people,
whereas older people are happier to put

N
money into the organisation and let it
decide where the money goes.’’
Church agencies were trying to do this,
but could do more to help people see the
benefits of their giving. “For example,
urban churches can help rural churches
suffering through bushfire or drought,
and perhaps connect with the people
receiving the money,’’ he said.
The Age

55,000 die for faith
By Wolfgang Polzer

Tonhethenumber
of persecuted Christians is
rise worldwide, according to
Professor Thomas Schirrmacher, director of the Religious Liberty Commission
of the German Evangelical Alliance.
Three in four cases of severe persecution are targeted at Christians, said
Schirrmacher in a lecture at a gathering of
the Protestant Association of the
Christian Democratic Union in
Dresden.
According to Schirrmacher at least
55,000 Christians are killed each year for
religious reasons. Christians in India,
Indonesia and Pakistan run the highest
risk of losing their lives.
Schirrmacher encouraged politicians to
increase their efforts for religious freedom. They were often reluctant to
address the persecution and discrimination of Christians in Islamic countries in
case this may jeopardise religious dialogue.
Schirrmacher is convinced that interest
in religion is rising worldwide: “The
Communist atheistic realm has shrunk to
small countries like North Korea.”
Christianity is experiencing phenomenal
growth outside the Western world.
Many Chinese intellectuals, for
instance, regard the Christian faith as
“trendy”, said Schirrmacher. The number
of worshippers in China exceeds the
Sunday service attendance in Europe.
Since 1970 the number of Christians has
tripled in Africa and Asia and doubled in
Latin America.
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Because of the decreasing numbers in
Europe these developments are not very
noticeable on a world scale. Christianity
grows annually by 1.25 per cent, roughly
in line with the population growth of 1.22
per cent.
Assist News Service

Dissidents form mini-church
By Barney Zwartz

D
issidents in the Uniting Church, “distressed and angry’’ that the national
assembly last month reaffirmed gay
clergy, will form their own church within
a church.
The Assembly of Confessing
Congregations will be launched in
October with – evangelical leaders hope –
several hundred congregations. But these
will also stay part of the Uniting Church,
Australia’s third-largest denomination.
“It’s a schism without actually leaving
the church,’’ one senior liberal said yesterday. “Will it work? Probably not.’’
More than 150 dissenters met in
Brisbane after the general assembly and
agreed to the new charter.
The assembly debated sexuality for five
days before concluding it could not agree,
leaving intact the controversial 2003 decision to let churches choose gay clergy, but
conservatives said assembly strengthened

the church’s “relentless march’’ towards
full acceptance of gay ministers.
“The general assembly has failed its
responsibilities, not only on sexuality but
in a number of areas where the church is
being stifled. We are going to pick them
up ourselves. Now we have to get out and
sell it,’’ said Rev. Steve Estherby, cochairman of the new group.
“We will still talk to the Uniting
Church, but will not focus our energy on
trying to change them. I think they’d be
happier if we left because life would be
quieter, but we won’t go unless we are
absolutely pushed.’’
Uniting Church president Gregor
Henderson said the new group’s charter
seemed to breach the church’s constitution. He said the charter was unclear,
raising more questions than it answered,
and urged congregations to wait for
more information before making any
decision.
Confessing Congregations co-chairman Max Champion said there was great
distress and anger at the church, but no
hostility. Mr Champion, a Melbourne
minister, said he could not predict how
many churches would join the new group
because many congregations would be
divided. “It’s a risky venture, but we feel
encouraged at the strong support we are
getting.’’
The Age

‘The Manse’
Stanley, Tasmania
Holiday Accommodation
3 bedroom furnished home
available to Presbyterian
family and friends
Very Reasonable Rates
For More Information phone:
(03) 6458 1116 (03) 6458 1321
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A-maize-ing grace
What a delight to make a difference to some deeply disadvantaged Christians.

John Wilson, who went with a team from
Eltham Presbyterian (Vic.), to warm, dusty
Blantyre, in Malawi, kept a diary. Here is
an extract.

John
Wilson

Sunday 19 June

C

CAP
(Malawi
Presbyterian
Church) Blantyre Synod has an aid
and development arm to its ministry, called the projects office. The
projects office is involved in several
Christ-motivated sustainable aid and
relief ministries for the poor, the orphans,
the vulnerable of Blantyre region. The
office has 58 people working for it. They
have been able to identify local impact
areas (where need is greatest) and have
five or six different types of ministries
working simultaneously.
The office took us (except Eltham
minister Don Elliott, who visited pastors)
to the field of four of these ministries –
three in the morning and one in the afternoon. Typically we would gather at the
community house which was hosting a
children’s program – join in to what we
could join in to – and meet with the local
area committee.
We were reminded and thanked several
times during the day – as representatives
of the Presbyterian Church of Australia –
and with tears – for the amazingly timely
gift of famine relief that we sent over to
them after Christmas. How privileged we
at Eltham are to be at the front line and
greet children and families who were kept
alive because of the $100,000 gift we sent
after Christmas from the Presbyterian
Church of Australia (PCA).
Friends ... all the money got here! And
it was all spent on maize. And I spoke
with the community staff workers in the
field who said that as soon as Blantyre
Synod bought the grain they sent trucks
out to these special impact areas for relief.
The thank yous were profound. We cried.

T

hey are in need still, especially in
funding new impact areas for relief of
suffering in the name of the CCAP and
for the glory of Christ. We have witnessed
how the money is quickly spent and sent
to needy causes through the projects
office. We surely see here how we in the
PCA could have an ongoing commitment

in this area of Christian ministry –
Proverbs: “He who looks after the poor
honours God.”
We were then split up into smaller
groups of one or two or three to visit
homes in crisis and there we were deeply
touched and moved and distressed. Let
me give two instances, but then you ask
the rest of the
team for their
experiences.
I was taken up
First, I was
a steep “goat’s taken up a steep
track” beside “goat’s track”
rough terrain, beside rough terrefuse and rain, refuse and
smells and smells and hovels
– yet each had
hovels – yet happy, smiling
each had children and, lesshappy, smiling so, adults. I was
children. introduced to a
woman who lives
in unimaginable
circumstances – these are the poorest of
the poor on the face of the earth. I talked
a little with her yet her eyes hit the ground
due to shame (I think); she’s still a whole
person but feels her destitution makes her
look less so!
Early this year her husband left her
with six young children (to marry
another girl), and she is left without
income, without food, without possessions and living in a hovel. We chatted a
little in my broken Chechewa (exhausting
my vocab after three minutes). I asked
about her older girls (about 10 to 12) and
she said that they don’t go to school
because they are too embarrassed to go
because they have no clothes. The whole
family is destined to relive the poverty
cycle. They have nothing to live for. This
is one of 1000s of crisis families with children in peril all over Malawi. Perhaps she
is “lucky” because she has been identified
by CCAP.
After an awkward pause – I knew I had
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to do something – but I knew not to do
things without checking, so with the permission of the aid worker we took the
lady down to the market stalls where I did
some buying (good practice for me). I
bought a 50kg bag of maize but couldn’t
lift it; 20 tomatoes, pidgin peas, beans,
greens, sugar, salt, soap, eggs and brought
them home to the family. I haven’t done
much but kept one family alive for five
weeks. The projects office sustainable
programs will do much more than this –
but I had to do something!

S

econd, we were ushered into the
home of a dad whose wife died last
year (I presume it was from AIDS) and
he was diagnosed with AIDS and very
unwell. He has two daughters and the
11-year-old is his chief carer. Someone
(government, I think, or UNICEF) provides ARVs for him, but on an empty
stomach these drugs can damage the
liver! The young girl cleans, cooks, then
goes to school and faces a life as an
orphan soon. This man has strong
Christian faith and many Christian texts
(chosen by his wife) adorned the walls.
We prayed for him and with him – to the
family’s delight.
Outside I heard some singing and on
the dirt (everyone sits on dirt) were some
women and children sitting and singing
praises to God – it was a prayer group ...
and I greeted them in the Lord and I felt
like Paul who met those women praying
at the river bank at Philippi (minus the
river). The warm and lovely smiles that
greeted me as I greeted them were memorable. Among all this devastating poverty
the country is pervasively Christian.
On debrief back at the resource centre
we were emotionally drained and physically exhausted – many tears flowed. Rob
Herweynan, John Steendam, John Flett
spoke of future plans. We are committed
to return home and do something in a
continuing sense to help the sustainable
projects of the projects office of the
CCAP Blantyre Synod – we hope also
that the wider church could come on
board too – the work is thoroughly
Christian-based, fully accountable and
managed by delightful people who are our
friends in the Lord.

Monday 20 June
Judy Flett, Sandy Carroll and Cathy
Herwenen spent the day at the CCAP
Women’s Centre – Chigodi – getting to
know the women, the staff, the programs
and the centre. There is so much that this
centre could offer women of surrounding
villages in the name of Christ, but they
suffer from lack of funds to provide
resources and to maintain and repair
dilapidated facilities. They teach women
many practical skills and we’re hoping
that some of the donated goods on the
containers from Australia (such as a
sewing machine or two) will end up at
Chigodi. Our women have many plans to
buy equipment and prepare resources for
them.
My day was special as I was invited to
Neno Girls Secondary School. This was
following my request, and the day was an
absolute delight. The school is a CCAP
secondary school situated in a wonderful
bush setting in a remote rural community,
not far from the Mozambique border –
north-west of Blantyre. It’s a two-hour
drive from Blantyre, first an hour’s drive
along the very smooth road to Lilongwe
and then an hour’s more tortuous ride
along a dirt road into remote Malawi.
The school has 180 girls (boarding, as
access road makes daily commuting
impossible) a headmistress and seven
other staff. The headmistress is Aida
Jipson Kandiado, an experienced
Malawian teacher who does a wonderful
job here in the light of unimaginable lack
of resources.

our CCAP and send their girls for a
small fee to this remote location because
it actually helps their education to be
there, and not be distracted from other
issues and not to want to come home
until the end of term – because they
can’t!
The CCAP
has a deliberate
goal for this
Typically there
school to educate
is nothing but
the marginalised
menial subsissex in this cultence living,
ture. Neno’s mispoverty,
sion is to educate
hunger and
as many girls as
possible in order
child-bearing
to lift them out of
that awaits the
the
culturally
Malawian girl.
expected role of
being
housebound and raising
children from the age of 16 onwards.
Typically there is nothing but menial subsistence living, poverty, hunger and childbearing that awaits the Malawian girl. The
Presbyterian Church is trying to do something for 600 girls (600 is their goal).
Education is the key here for lifting
people up from the poverty cycle. In a

country where there is only one university (several campuses) very few of the
Level 4 graduates are offered a place. It’s
very competitive. So Neno is in a competitive market, and hasn’t yet managed a
university placement, but it’s the goal.
Without education there is no real
employment for these girls, and not
much of a future.
I was ushered into the main class
room and greeted by 180 singing and
smiling girls, aged 13 to 18, and what a
delight to see them seated at PLC desks
from the Junior School. Thank you was
sung to me and I was asked to convey
personally their warm-hearted thanks for
them. Before the container goods arrived
the girls had to sit on the floor for
lessons. You can’t imagine the difference
the generosity of the PLC community
has made to the life of this school. The
former junior school desks have been
reassembled (thanks to the instructions
left by Phil and the maintenance team)
and given new life and reassigned for a
new culture. The whole school sang their
thank you.
John Wilson is a lecturer at the Presbyterian
ap
Theological College, Melbourne.

I

magine running a secondary girls
boarding school with no purpose-built
dormitories, one bore for water (to be
shared with villagers), an outside temporary shelter-kitchen, a library with no
desks and about 250 books (all sent from
Australia), insufficient desks for each student and no land-line telephone (they call
it ground-line) and therefore, to state the
obvious, no internet! And they run this
girls’ school competitively with the rest of
the country in educating young women
and coaching them through to university
entrance.
My vision is that, under God’s leading,
and resourcing from Australia, this school
might become the leading provider of
education for girls in the country. It
started classes in primitive conditions in
2002 with no electricity.
The 180 girls are spread over four levels of education which are the last four
years of schooling before university.
Presbyterian families (and others) trust
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Wisdom along the way
Finding God’s will is neither so vital nor difficult as many think.

O

ne way in which evangelicals differ from most Roman Catholics
and liberals is that they are constantly uptight about guidance.
Does any concern command more interest or arouse more anxiety among modern
Bible-believers than discovering the will
of God for one’s life? I do not think so.
It was of evangelicals that Joseph Bayly
wrote in 1968: “If there is a serious concern among Christian students today, it is
for guidance. Holiness may have been the
passion of another generation’s Christian
young men and women. Or soul winning.
Or evangelising the world... But not
today. Today the theme is getting to know
the will of God.”
Again, it was of evangelicals that Russ
Johnston declared in 1971: “I’ve spoken
at many conferences where part of the
afternoons are [sic] set aside for workshops... If you make one of the workshops Knowing the Will of God, half the
people sign up for it even if there are 20
other choices.”
And it was of evangelicals that Carry
Friesen reported in 1981: “Interest in the
subject of guidance is consistently high...
The demand for magazine articles and
books on the subject continues unabated.
People continue to seek guidance on
guidance.”
My own experience confirms this: so, I
am sure, does yours. I find that the more
earnest and sensitive a believer is, the
more likely he or she is to be hung up
somewhere about guidance. And if I am
any judge, the evangelical anxiety level on
the subject continues to rise.

W

hy is this? we ask. The answer does
not seem to be far to seek. The
source of anxiety is a desire for guidance
linked with uncertainty about how to get
it and fear of the consequences of not getting it. Such anxiety has an unhappy way
of escalating. Anxious people get allured
by any and every form of certainty that
offers itself, no matter how irrational:
they become vulnerable to strange influences and do zany things, the sight of
which makes the guidance issue more perplexing for the rest of us than it was
before. Over the past 150 years there has
been a most unhelpful buildup of tension,

J. I.
Packer
to a point where it muddles minds, darkens counsel, and obstructs maturity in a
way that is Spirit-quenching and scandalous.
If God uses the following paragraphs
to relax some of the painful anxieties
about guidance that Christians currently
feel, I shall be overjoyed. When muscles
are hurting, relaxation is the first step
towards a cure,
and the same is
true of guidance
When muscles worries.
are hurting,
First, then, let
relaxation is it be said that the
the first step desire to know
towards a God’s guidance is
cure, and the a sign of spiritual
health. Healthy
same is true of
believers want to
guidance please
God.
worries. Through
the
great change of
heart that we call
regeneration they have come to love obedience and to find joy in doing God’s will,
and the very thought of offending Him
grieves them deeply. To live in a way that
shows gratitude to God for His grace is
their purpose, indeed their passion, and as
they grow spiritually so this desire
becomes stronger. Naturally, therefore,
they want as clear indications of the will of
God as they can get, so that they may do
it.
Reinforcing this desire is the feeling of
bewilderment that swamps most modern
Westerners at the vast range of choices in
every field that our civilisation opens to
us. A wish for help in decision-making is
an understandable reaction. Some would
rely for this on gurus, palmists,
astrologers, clairvoyants, Ann Landers,
and specialist counselors. Healthy
Christians, however, while valuing human
advice, look to God also. There are, after
all, in Scripture many promises of divine
direction, and many testimonies to its
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reality in the lives of biblical saints, in light
of which it would be positively wrong for
a Christian not to seek God’s help in making choices, commitments, and other
decisions.
But now, second, let it be said that the
fear of spiritual ruin through mistaking
God’s guidance is a sign of unthinking
unbelief.
In saying this I have a particular fear in
mind, one that I have met many times in
my ministry. Other pastors meet it too: it
is very widespread. It does not seem to be
the product of any one school of thought,
but to be the kind of twisting of truth that
our fallen minds, with their legalistic bias
and their inclination to view God as an
ogre, naturally fall into. Satan, who loves
to misrepresent God and make Him seem
ugly naturally sponsors it!
It may be stated as follows: God’s plan
for your life is like an itinerary drawn up
for you as if by a travel agent. As long as
you are in the right place at the right time
to board each plane or train or bus or boat,
all is well. But the moment you miss one
of these preplanned connections, the itinerary is ruined. A new one may then be
devised, but it can only ever be secondbest compared with the original perfect
plan.

T

he assumption is that God lacks either
the will or the wisdom or both to get
you back on track: therefore a substandard spiritual life is all that is open to you
now, and though you may not actually be
on the scrap-heap, losing your soul, you
are certainly on the shelf, having forfeited
much of your usefulness. Your one mistake thus sentences you to live and serve
God as a second rate Christian forever.
Many Christians run scared all their
lives, fearing such disaster at every point
of a major decision, while others trudge
along with heavy hearts, believing that this
fate is already upon them by reason of
some imprudence long ago. In either case,
the fruit that fearful fancy bears is bitter.
The kernel of truth in the above scenario is that ordinarily one has to live with
the human and material consequences of
the decisions one makes, and bad decisions have sad consequences from which
we cannot expect to be shielded. But

beyond that the fear described expresses
nothing more respectable than unbelief
regarding the goodness, wisdom, and
power of God who so far as our fellowship with Him is concerned can and does
restore the years that the locusts have
eaten (see Joel 2:25). Scripture shows us a
number of saints making great and grievous mistakes about the will of God for
them — Jacob fooling his father, Moses
murdering the Egyptian, David numbering the people, Peter boycotting Gentile
believers, for example — yet none of them
thereby became incurably second-class.
On the contrary they were each forgiven
and restored, which in fact is how all true
saints live all the time.

M

isconceiving God’s will is surely less
sinful than knowing and not doing
it, and if God restored David after his
adultery with Bathsheba and his eliminating of Uriah, and Peter after his threefold
denial of Christ, we should not doubt that
He can and will restore Christians who err
only through making honest mistakes
about his guidance.
The last phrase paves the way to my
third point: the embracing of wrong ideas
about God’s way of guiding causes many
wrong conclusions about the right thing
to do.
The basic fault here, from which all the
rest spring, is disregard of a principle that
is writ large in Scripture — too large, perhaps, for some of us to see. (Yes, I mean
that seriously: have you never yourself
described something as too obvious to be
noticed?) The principle is that the right
course is always to choose the wisest
means to the noblest end, namely the
advancing of God’s kingdom and glory.
In making our choice, one invariable
rule is that that which is merely good
(“good enough,” as we say) must never
become the enemy of the best. It is never
enough to ask, as the Pharisees did,
whether such and such a course of action
is free from taint of sin: the Christian’s
question should be, is it the best I can
envisage for the glory of God and the
good of souls? God enables us to discern
this by prayerfully using our minds —
thinking how Scripture applies, comparing alternatives, weighing advice, taking
account of our heart’s desire, estimating
what we are capable of. Some might call
this common sense, but the Bible calls it
wisdom, and sees it as one of God’s most
precious gifts.
Is there a personal touch from God in
all this? Most certainly. Those whom God
wants in the pastorate, or in cross-cultural

missionary work, or some other specialised ministry, are ordinarily made to
realise that they will never get job-satisfaction doing anything else. When God
has in mind a particular career for a person
He ordinarily bestows an interest in that
field of expertise. When God plans that
two people should marry He ordinarily
blends their hearts. But God’s inclining of
the heart (as distinct from our own selfgenerated ambitions and longings) are
experienced only as meshing in with the
judgments of wisdom. Thus, a passion for

The right
course is
always to
choose the
wisest means
to the noblest
end, namely
the advancing
of God’s
kingdom
and glory.
an unsuitable person as a life partner, or
for a ministry beyond one’s ability-level,
should be seen as a temptation rather than
a divine call.
But over the past 150 years a different
approach to Christian decision-making
has established itself, one which plays
down the significance of thought and wisdom in the quest to know God’s will. A
mode of guidance more direct and immediate than the forming of a wise judgment
on the matter in hand has come to be
desired. Why is this? The desire seems to
reflect a mixture of things.
One is the anti-intellectual, feeling-oriented, short-term mentality of today’s
secular culture, invading and swamping
Christian minds.

Another is an admirable humility:
believers do not trust themselves to discern the ideal course of action, and hence
long to have it directly revealed to them.
Another is the quite false idea that
what God wants His children to do is irrational by ordinary standards, and not
therefore something to which wisdom as
such would direct us.
Another is the fancy that, since each
Christian is a special object of God’s love,
special instructions from God can be
expected whenever he or she has to make
a significant decision — a fancy that seems
to reflect as much of childish egoism as it
does of childlike faith.
Another is the presence in Scripture of
guidance stories involving direct revelation, stories on which latter-day narratives
of guidance are verbally modeled, leaving
the impression that guidance is usually
given this way.
Some seek guidance by making their
minds blank and receiving what then rises
into consciousness as a divine directive.
This was a daily devotional routine in
Frank Buchman’s Oxford Group (afterwards, Moral Re-Armament), and it
undoubtedly kept people honest with
their own consciences, often to good
effect. But murky urges and self-indulgent
dreams, as well as pricks from conscience,
will surface at such times, and those who
assume that whatever “vision” fills the
blank is from God have no defence against
the invasion of obsessive, grandiose, selfserving imaginations spawned by our own
conceit.
Others, like the diviners of ancient
paganism and the devotees of modern
astrology, hope to be told facts about the
future in the light of which they may chart
a knowledgeable course in the present.
This is what guidance means to their
minds. But Scripture directs us to live by
God’s revealed will of precept, rather than

Child Care Centres or Independent
Living Units on Church property?
Has your parish/school or agency considered leasing your surplus land
for the establishment of a Child Care Centre, or for Low Care
accommodation for seniors as an income stream as well as expanding
the Mission of the Church?
Inquiries and brochures on both concepts to
National Child Care Centre Pty Ltd
1300 364 064 or email: office@nccc.net.au
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by any such pryings into His hidden will
of purpose as Deuteronomy 29:29 says:
“The secret things belong to the Lord our
God: but the things that are revealed
belong to us and to our children forever,
that we may do all the words of this law.”
Others, again, rather than seeking to
work out by wisdom the best and most
God-honoring thing to do in a situation
of choice, will draw lots, or set up situations in which they ask God for signs (a
practice loosely based on Gideon’s action
recorded in Judges 6:36-40, and therefore
sometimes called “fleecing”): or else they
will wait for a “prophecy” or dream or
vision or a heavenly voice in their inner
ear. Sometimes they succeed in inducing
the experience they seek, as did covetous
Balaam: there are few experiences that
cannot be induced if one wants them
badly enough. Many have been led in this
way to embrace wildcat schemes and
immoral follies, believing that God has
approved or even instigated what they
have found themselves longing so hard to
do.

A

similar mistake is to find in Scripture
private messages from God which in
fact are no more than one’s own reading
into the text of senses that cannot be read
out of it. My long-time friend and teacher
Alan Stibbs would tell how, having
promised to serve a church in the north of
England, and then been invited to an
attractive post in South Wales, he read in
Isaiah 43:6 the words “I will say to the
north, Give up,” and got the idea that here
God was promising him providentially to
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terminate his prior commitment so that
he might be free to do what at that
moment he felt he most wanted to do. It
didn’t happen, and when Alan looked
again at his text and saw (for the first time,
as it seemed) that it goes on “ ...and to the
south, Do not withhold”, and that it concerns the gathering of God’s people from
all over, the scales fell from his eyes and he
saw how he had been fooling himself with
his original fancy.
God is sovereign, and very
Don’t be a
gracious to those
spiritual lone who humbly seek
ranger: when Him. No doubt
you think you He has on occasee God’s will, sion given guidhave your ance by all the
perception way-out means I
checked. have mentioned,
and no doubt He
will again. But
such cases are
exceptions, and to expect them to be the
rule is to ask for trouble. What sort of
trouble? Either delusion and misdirected
zeal, or apathy and lack of motivation, as
one concludes that because no guidance
of this immediate sort has reached one
recently there is nothing particular that
God wants one to be doing just at present.
Which is worse — fanatical activity, or
passive idleness? Is it worse to be lunatic
or to be lazy? Make up your mind; I cannot make up mine! Each extreme is very
bad. But a biblical approach to guidance
will save us from trouble of both types.
How may we formulate such an

approach? Here is a summary:
1. Live with the question, what is the
best I can do for my God?
2. Note the instructions of Scripture:
the summons to love God and others, the
limits set and the obligations established
by the law, the insistence on energetic
action (Eccl. 8:10; 1 Cor. 15:58), the
drilling in wisdom to enable one to make
the best choice among behavioral options.
3. Follow the examples of godliness in
Scripture: most of all, imitate the love and
humility of Jesus Himself. While that is
what we are doing, we cannot go far
wrong.
4. Let wisdom judge the best course of
action: not only the wisdom that God
gives you personally, but the corporate
wisdom of your friends and guides in the
Christian community. Don’t be a spiritual
lone ranger: when you think you see
God’s will, have your perception checked.
Draw on the wisdom of those who are
wiser than you are: take advice.
5. Take note of any nudges from God
that come your way — any special concerns for ministry and service, and restlessness of heart which might indicate that
something needs to be changed.
6. Cherish the divine peace which, as
Paul says, “garrisons” (guards, keeps safe
and steady) the hearts of those who are in
God’s will.
7. Observe the limits set by circumstances to what is possible, and when it is
clear that those limits cannot be changed
accept them as from God.
8. Be prepared for God’s guidance on a
particular issue not to appear until the
time comes for decision about it, and for
God to guide you one step at a time: for
that is how He usually does it.
9. Be prepared to find God directing
you to something you thought you would
not like, and teaching you to like it!
10. Never forget that if you make a bad
decision it is not the end of everything:
God forgives and restores. He is your
covenant God and Savior: He will not let
you go, however badly you may have
slipped. “Rejoice not over me, O my
enemy: when I fall, I shall rise; when I sit
in darkness, the Lord will be a light to
me.”
That is a word of great comfort for all
who seek to live by the guidance of God,
and who sometimes find themselves
uncertain whether they have grasped it, or
afraid that they have missed it. The Lord
is my shepherd; He leads me; I need not
be uptight! What a relief it is to know that.
This article was previously published in
ap
Eternity Magazine, April 1986.
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Letters
Poor? Says who?

B
arney Zwartz (AP May 2006) quotes
Jim Wallis, who sounds a little like a liberation theologian, on poverty saying “there
are more than 2000 verses in the Bible
about poverty”. Well, I am not sure of
that, but most are not bad. Many are
words of comfort such as “blessed are the
poor” (Lk 6:12), for the Lord hears the
poor (Ps. 69:33) and delivers him (Ps.
72:12). For it is the Lord who makes poor
and He makes rich (1 Sam. 2:7), and “better is a poor man who walks in his
integrity than a lying fool though he be
very rich” (Prov. 19:1).
Nevertheless the Lord delights in the
prosperity of His saints (Ps. 35:27) so
there are many warnings to avoid sins that
will lead us into poverty, such as laziness,
it is the hand of the diligent that makes
rich (Prov. 10:4); also he who loves pleasure will be a poor man; likewise the
indulgent, the glutton and the drunkard
will come to poverty (Prov. 21:17); those
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who oppress the poor will also come to
poverty (Prov. 22:22). In the western
world immorality is probably the greatest
cause of poverty for by the mouth of a
whore a man is brought to the price of a
piece of bread.
Now to please Jim Wallis, should we
be exhorting the diligent to be giving to
the lazy, or the married man to provide
for the adulterer, and the immoral or the
frugal for the prodigal, or the peaceful to
the violent, or even the faithful to the
idolater? Is that social justice? Should we
not look more to rewarding the good,
rebuking the wrong and educating the
foolish? Is not the first step to fruitful living, godly living?
No man is poor who is not covetous or
jealous but has eternal life and God’s
promise of daily providence sufficient for
our need in this world.
Neil Cadman,
Norman Park, Qld

Thin-skinned

I

the article entitled ‘Creationist replaces
Dembski’ (AP, May). I am surprised by
the use of strong emotional language:
“took me aback”, “very disappointed”,
“unnecessary offence” and “hurt”, all
within two short paragraphs!
The creation/evolution issue is being
debated in the mainstream, particularly in
Great Britain and the USA. It would
seem that we in Australia are a little
behind on this issue. As Kurt Wise mentioned in that news article, young-Earth
creationism is a minority view among
Christians. With that said, I would
encourage all who take alternate views to
make an effort to be acquainted with this
minority view. Organisations such as
Creation
Ministries
International
(Australia) have regular presentations in
major capital cities throughout Australia.
They would welcome any questions that
you may have.
My prayer to God is that man’s pride
may be stamped underfoot, and that he
will go and seek after that which glorifies God, exposing and putting to fright
philosophies that are anti-God. Sola
Scriptura!

read with interest the letters in the June
AP, in particular, the respondent who felt
that some readers might take offence at

Paul Mu
Kew, Vic

pastor
All Nations Presbyterian Church was commenced in 1996 to reach
people of diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds from across Perth
city. The church currently has about 120 members and adherents of all
ages from many nations around the world. ANPC has a very promising
future and is strategically located near the heart of the Perth cultural
precinct.
Our present pastor is retiring, from a congregation that has many committed people with diverse talents and enthusiasm for the Lord’s work.
We are seeking a pastor with:
• Reformed convictions who can make the gospel relevant to our culture
and times
• the ability to teach concepts simply to a diverse group
• a heart and vision for cross-cultural ministry.
For further information please write to:
Pastoral Search Committee
All Nations Presbyterian Church
PO Box 8693
Perth BC WA 6849
or contact. Li_onlam1@yahoo.com.au
Our website: www.allnations.org.au
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SEPTEMBER 2006
1 Largs North home mission station,
Adelaide; Murray and Merrilee Paton
assisting Reg Nathews.
2 Bathurst parish NSW including
Turrondale with about 235 c&a, 60 yf
and 16 e; Tim and Leonie Abbey.
3 Horsham-Marnoo parish western Vic.
with about 30 c&a, 10 yf and 3 e; John
and Michelle Brennan.
4 Robert and Leonie Betts from
Ashburton mission partners (APWM)
workers recently commissioned as
joint partnership development coordinators for APWM Victoria after serving in Sudan as translation consultants
with Wycliffe Bible Translators.
5 Joseph, his wife and children from
Victoria mission partners (APWM)
workers in a sensitive situation.
6 All members of state and federal parliaments, particularly your own representatives – that wisdom, justice and
godliness may be strong among them.
7 Graham and Sandra Chipps from
Leederville WA mission partners
(APWM) workers in Phnom Penh,
Cambodia pastoring an international
congregation.
8 Penrith parish outer western Sydney
with about 160 c&a, 35 yf and 6 e;
William and Leonie Morrow, Scott
Gartshorn.
9 Nicole Linklater from Epping, NSW
mission partners (APWM) worker in
literacy and community health in
Chad, West Africa with WEC
International.
10 Presbytery of Geelong – 5 parishes
and 1 home mission station totaling

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

11 congregations with about 500 c&a
and 100 yf, 1 research professor, 2
retired ministers and 1 under jurisdiction. Graham Hamill clerk.
Phil and Glenda Carter from Finley
NSW mission partners (APWM) workers training church leaders in Papua
New Guinea with Pioneers.
Annandale-Leichardt parish Sydney
with about 50 c&a, 10 yf and 16 e;
Peter Dunstan.
Matthew and Kiri Van der Heiden
from Blacktown East, NSW mission
partners (APWM) workers in
Portugal, language learning and training church workers with Pioneers seconded to European Christian Mission.
The spiritual and academic welfare and
growth of all students and staff members at the Presbyterian Theological
Centre, Burwood, NSW – John
Davies principal.
The overcoming of violence, substance and child abuse in outback
indigenous communities and the
bringing of the hope of the Gospel to
them.
Committees responsible for home
missions and church extension in SA,
Tas. and WA and their respective convener Gary Ware, Peter Thorneycroft
and Ross Fraser.
Pray for the Interim moderator,
preachers and filling of the vacancy in
Seymour-Nagambie parish Vic. with
about 35 c&a, 10 yf and 2 e.
Truthfulness and balance in the print
and electronic media, and all
Christians working in them.
John and Karine Woldhuis from
Randwick NSW accepted for service
as mission partners (APWM) workers
in Ecuador with SIM.
Christians suffering persecution in
many parts of the world from hostile
communist regimes and extremist
devotees of other religions – that they
may be kept faithful and be effective
witnesses to their persecutors.
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21 Pray for the Interim moderator,
preachers and filling of the vacancy in
Stanley-Rocky Cape special (home
mission) charge N W Tas. with about
25 c&a (communicants and adherents
and 3 e (elders).
22 Presbytery of North Brisbane – 5
parishes and 1 home mission station
totaling 7 congregations with about
600 c&a and 90 yf (younger folk –
Sunday School and youth), 1 church
department director, 5 retired ministers and 1 under jurisdiction. Peter
Whitney clerk.
23 The PWA Presbyterian Market at
Willoughby, Sydney today raising
funds for Christian Education PREP
Bible-teaching material for children.
24 Cornerstone Community church
Sydney with congregations at
Concord and North Ryde with about
125 c&a, 90 yf and 5 e; Choong Seong
and Lynette Tang – also the vacant
North Strathfield congregation.
25 Stanthorpe home mission station, Qld
with about 40 c&a, 10 yf and 3 e;
Greg and Gaye Fraser.
26 Rob from Croydon Hills, Vic. mission
partners (APWM) worker in Central
Asia as part of a church planting team
with Pioneers.
27 Pray for the Interim moderator,
preachers and filling of the vacancy in
Sale home mission station eastern Vic.
about 25 c&a, 5 yf and 1 e.
28 Douglas and Jeanette Bennett from
Woolsthorpe, Vic. mission partners
(APWM) workers in Papua New
Guinea with Pioneers since 1983.
29 Southern Cross parish East Lismore,
far north NSW (near SC uni.) including Clunes and Dunoon, with about
185 c&a, 90 yf and 3 e; Steve and
Rosalind Cree.

30 Sorrento home mission station
Melbourne including Rye with about
70 c&a, 10 yf and 1 e; Henk and Kay
Van Der Pols.
31 Presbytery of Murrumbidgee 3
parishes and 2 home mission stations
totaling 7 congregations with about
425 c&a and 105 yf, 1 retired minister.
Bruce Hammonds clerk.
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From Christ to
Pre-Reformation

Books
William Carey and the
Missionary Vision
Daniel Webber
Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 2005.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

Abooks itsabout
title states, this is not so much a
the life of William Carey as
his vision for missionary work. Carey is
often known as “the father of modern
missions”, as he left for India on 13 June
1793 and died there 41 years later in 1834.
Actually, there were quite a number of
evangelical missionaries who preceded
Carey, but Carey’s role can hardly be
overestimated.
Despite a hostile East India
Company, malaria, housing troubles,
and a wife whose sanity was slipping
away daily, Carey struggled on to translate the Scriptures into six languages,
with partial translations in another 30!
Carey had a genius for languages. He
wrote: “It is well known to require no
very extraordinary talents to learn, in the
space of a year, or two at most, the language of any people upon earth, so much
of it at least as to be able to convey any
sentiments we wish to their understandings.”
Webber, however, concentrates on
Carey’s unstinting efforts in England to
arouse the missionary conscience of his
fellow Christians. Andrew Fuller
preached vigorously from Haggai 1:2 on
the need to work for the kingdom without delay, and Carey took this further.
His most famous work was written in an
age that was not addicted to snappy titles:
An Enquiry into the Obligations of
Christians to Use Means for the
Conversion of Sinners. Here, he demonstrated that the Great Commission was
still binding, surveyed the history of missionary work, surveyed present missionary needs, set out the challenges of missionary endeavour, and urged the implementation of that vision in a practical
way.
Webber has given us a work not only to
stimulate our interest in missionary history, but to re-focus the attention of the
modern church on its need to recapture
the missionary vision of men like Carey
and Fuller.
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP.

Everett Ferguson
Zondervan, 2005
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

Pguished
rofessor Ferguson is a very distinscholar of church history. This
introductory textbook gives a brief but
masterful survey of “the rise and growth
of the church in its cultural, intellectual
and political context”.
Well illustrated with information side
bars, it is highly recommended to the student of church history. The second volume covering the Reformation to the present day is being written by John
Woodbridge and Frank James.
Stuart Bonnington is minister of Scot’s
Kirk, Fremantle.

Vital Christianity
The Life and Spirituality of
William Wilberforce
Murray Andrew Pura
Fearn: Christian Focus, 2003.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

TWilberforce’s
his work is not so much an analysis of
career in leading the fight
for the abolition of the slave trade in the
British colonies as a window into the spiritual life of Wilberforce himself. As such,
it is a refreshing and readable book.
Wilberforce has been accused of
neglecting the welfare of white British
labourers, of only caring for the physical
needs of the slaves in order to evangelise
them, of only wanting to increase the
popularity of evangelicalism, and of being
a culturally impoverished Philistine.
Pura is able to show the obvious truth
that Wilberforce was a man who enjoyed
God. He sought to walk humbly and
gratefully before Him all the days of his
life. His letters are often playful in a way
that his journals are not. Hannah More
commented that he had “as much wit as if
he had no piety”. His sarcasm could be
devastating, and he tried to curb its
overuse, especially in the parliament
where sarcasm often seems the only reasonable response.
Throughout his life, Wilberforce
always tried to spend at least an hour a
day in prayer and Bible study. He wrote
that “the grand characteristic mark of the
true Christian … is his desiring to please
God in all his thought, and words, and
actions; to take the revealed Word to be

the rule of his belief and practice; to ‘let
his light shine before men’; and in all
things to adorn the doctrine which he
professes.”
We live in an age where Groucho Marx
has said that “Politics is the art of looking
for trouble, finding it everywhere, diagnosing it incorrectly, and applying the
wrong remedies.” Wilberforce takes us to
another world, and Murray Pura has done
an admirable work in revealing something
of what animated Wilberforce in all his
labours.

From Whitewashed
Stairs to Heaven

Maureen McKenna with Irene Howat
Christian Focus, 2004.
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

Tstoryhisofbook
contains the very moving
Maureen McKenna (who died in
2002 of cancer) and of her efforts to
reach the lost and abused of Glasgow for
the sake of the Lord Jesus Christ
through what eventually became the
Open Door Trust. The evil side of
Glasgow is starkly stated and the description of how girls get involved in prostitution and of how Maureen and her husband Hugh tried to do something about
it fills one first with great sadness, and
then thankfulness for those who did
something about it.
Don’t miss reading this powerful book
filled with the darkness of sin and also the
glorious light of the gospel, first in
Maureen’s story of personal salvation and
then through her to those with whom she
worked. Pehaps its work could be a model
for other such gospel-based works in the
inner-city areas of our Australian capital/other cities.

Caloundra – Qld
Self contained 2 BR Units.
Ocean views, BBQ & heated pool,
close to shops and beaches.
Specials: 2 nights @ $200,
3 nights @ $250. Contact
Marianne/Martin 07 5491 7155
or email info@seafarerchase.net
Web www.seafarerchase.net
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Where God looks
Our hidden life of devotion is the index of our spirituality.

W

ho are you behind closed
doors? This three-fold test
reveals the true index of your
spirituality.
You may have heard these words (or
some variation on them) quoted before:
“What a man is in secret, in these private
duties, that he is in the eyes of God and no
more.” The most frequently quoted version is usually attributed to the young
Scotsman, Robert Murray McCheyne.
But other masters of the Christian way
have echoed these sentiments. Perhaps
they borrowed unconsciously from one
another; more likely, they all learned the
same lessons the hard way — by personal
experience. In any event, they all came to
see the same three elements to be vital for
right Christian living.
First, they learned that it is in secret,
not in public, that what I really am as a
Christian becomes clear. It is not visible
service so much as my hidden life of
devotion that is the index of my spirituality. That is not to despise my public life,
but to anchor its reality to the ocean-bed
of personal fellowship with God. I may
speak or pray with zeal and eloquence in
public; I may appear to others to be master of myself when in public; but what
happens when I close the door behind
myself and only the Father sees me?
Is it insignificant that in the Sermon on
the Mount Jesus warned his disciples
against hypocrisy before men, and
encouraged them to be transparent before
God? How easily in our culture we are
deceived into thinking that it is what is
seen in public that really matters.

O

ccasionally the statistics indicate how
great the gap is between the image we
present as evangelicals and the reality that
we mask. We do not always exercise “sincere faith” (1 Tim. 1:5 — unhypocritical
faith, faith that does not need the actor’s
mask). Life has a way of ripping off the
mask, to reveal what is really there. Just as
abuse of or inattention to the body reveals
itself in older age, so with the abuse of the
spirit. Inevitably it manifests itself in
stunted, ill-disciplined, or twisted character. The Father has a way of rewarding us
openly — one way or another (Mt. 6:5-6).

Sinclair
Ferguson
Therefore, live well in secret, be moulded
by Scripture; learn to pray; control your
thought life by God’s grace.
Secondly, these past masters learned
that the Christian life is not lived on the
basis of our feelings, but in fulfilling
duties. Sanctification is not a glandular
condition, but the submission of our wills
to the will of God.

Love for God
and duty are
two parts of
the same
thing. How
foolish we
have been to
separate them.
Twentieth-century Evangelicalism has
been so sensitive to the heresy of “Boy
Scout Christianity” (“I promise to do my
best, to do my duty...”) that it has truncated the Christian gospel to half-Christ
(Saviour, but not Lord) and a half-salvation (blessings, but not duties). How
foolish we have been, when so much of
the New Testament catalogues the specific duties that arise out of our relationship to Jesus Christ.
A survey of only a few passages in the
Epistles will exorcise the ghost of thinking that duty is alien to Christian living.
Just look at Romans 12:1–15; Galatians
5:13-6:10; Ephesians 4:1-6:20; Philemon
4:2-9; Colossians 3:1-4:6; 1 Thessalonians
4:1-5:28; 2 Thessalonians 2:13-15; James
1:19-5:20; and 1 Peter 1:13-5:11.
Doubtless some scholar somewhere has
counted the number of imperatives (“Do
so-and-so”) in the New Testament. Every
one of them matters; every one of them
grows out of God’s grace.
Are we frightened that fulfilling our
duties will overturn the grace of God?
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Look at the busy housewife whose entire
life is governed by her multi-faceted
responsibilities. While her husband enters
his own world (often exciting and challenging), she makes the lunches, drives
the children to school, shops, cleans,
washes, irons, mends, prepares the meals,
cleans up, and gets the children to bed.
And why? Duty. Love for God and duty
are two parts of the same thing. How
foolish we have been to separate them,
and to regard “duty” as a bad word. It is
the essence of Christ-likeness (Jn. 4:34).
Therefore, know your Christian duties,
and fulfill them.
Thirdly, these masters learned to live
visibly, even in secret; they knew they
lived coram Deo (before the face of God).
That one principle is enough to transform
the whole of life, and to rid us of all deception — of others, of God, of self. Nothing
is hidden from the eyes of Him with
whom we have to do.

H

as that thought sufficiently gripped
my mind and begun to dominate
my every action, producing the quality of
transparency in my life? It is the one sure
way to enjoy liberty from the pressures
of the world to conform to its mould,
and to overcome the fear of man. Those
who make it their aim to have a conscience void of offence before God are
Christ’s free men. Therefore, live the
whole of your life as in the presence of
God.
Here, then, are three things that provide a good measure of where I am, spiritually: What am I really like in secret?
How do I react to the word “duty”? Am
I living with a sense of how visible my life
is to God?
Incidentally, the version of the evangelical dictum quoted above is John
Owen’s. He suggests that to fail to deal
with these issues in the heart is like leaving “a moth in a garment, to eat up and
devour the stringed threads of it, so that
though the whole hang loose together, it
is easily torn to pieces”. Wise words
indeed!
This article was previously published in
ap
Eternity Magazine, February 1987.

